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Blue House, AASA Students Burglarized Trinity Tradition: Psi U
Hosts 2010 Tropical Party
ANNE GIMBEL '11
EWSEDITOR

Trinity College experienced
a series of break-ins during the
past week. The Asian American
Student Association (AASA) cul·
tural house and an off-campus
student apartment house at 164
Allen Pl. (commonly known as
Blue House) were both burglar
ized early Tuesday morning.
There was also an attempted
break-in at one of the fraternity
houses.
In an e·mail sent to students
living off-campus and in cultur·
al houses, Dean of Students
Frederick Alford acknowledged
the increase in crime around
Trinity and laid out plans to
increase security around cam·
pus, including more involve·
ment from the Hartford Police
Department (HPD). According
to Alford, "HPD will be sending
more patrols to the Vernon,
Allen, and Crescent areas by
officers in plain clothes and in
uniform through the night time
hours."
Alford also emphasized the
increased presence of Campus
Safety around Trinity in light of
the burglaries.
"We will be putting more
officers on patrol and position·

ing squad cars strategically to
deter thieves," said Alford.
"Director Morris will be working
with the Facilities Department
to install flood lights in selected
areas and with the committee
that oversees the video camera
system to see where we can
locate cameras to aid in the
apprehension of the burglars."
Trang Luong '11, a resident
of the AASA house was at home
during the break-in. "I was in
my room preparing to go to bed
when I heard footsteps in the
hallway," recounted Luong.
"When I opened the door to see
if my housemate was back from
doing homework, I saw two

strangers in the house. I quick·
ly returned to my room after
realizing that none of them
looked like our friends, locked
the door and called Campus
Safety. When the officers
arrived, the intruders were all
gone."
Luong was shaken by the
break-in but is heartened by the
new safety measures. "I have
been at Trinity for three years,
but this is the first time that my
safety has been at stake." Said
Luong. "I was face·to·face with
the burglars, and they could
have done more than stealing

see MULTIPLE on page 6

Allan Street's Blue House and AASA residents were burglarized in the past week.

'Budding NYC Pliotograylier
:Ne{{ie Large' Sliows at
'Trinity's 'I'lie Mi{{
EMILY Gl'ITLEMAN '11
SPORTS EDITOR

Despite Saturday's chilly
weather, Trinity
College
turned up the heat with Psi
Upsilon's (Psi U) annual
Tropical Party. Twenty-four
tons of sand transformed the
fraternity's parking lot and
patio into a tropical oasis, as
students and guests packed
the yard. This year marked
the 27th Tropical, as a strong
history accompanies this leg·
endary event.
I learned from Psi U
President Kevin Collins '11
that the Trinity staple was
not always the party students
today
know
and
love .
Tropical, which began in
1978, gained its infamous reputation in the mid 90s when it
was
rated
by
Playboy
Magazine as one of the top
college parties in the country.
In those days , sand was
placed on the parking lot and
inside the basement, surely
creating
an
unpleasant
cleanup for Psi U pledges. In
1999, the school began to
oversee the event, adding cer-

ALYSSA ROSENTHAL '13
STAFF WRITER
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On Saturday, Oct. 2 I
watched the xx give a phenom·
enal and otherworldly perform·
ance at the United Palace
Theatre on New York's Upperupper West Side. For those of
you who don't know them, the
xx are a British trio whose sue·
cessful debut album (released
August 2009) put them on an
extensive tour that included
Lollapalooza, Coachella, and
Austin City Limits, to name a
few. Their music is
mix of
indie pop and R&B which
despite its intricacy, uses only
a guitar (Romy Madley Croft),
a bass (Oliver Sim), and a sam·
pler (Jamie Smith). While the
instruments create the foundation for their songs, the guid ·
ing forces behind their music
are their soulful vocals (Croft
and Sim) and exploratory
lyrics.
After two decent opening

a

tain regulations a s Tropical
slowly evolved into what we
see today. Psi U's 2008
President, Josh Biren, took
the event to another level,
incorporating the Ying Yang
Twins as a major musical act.
Planning Tropical is a long
process, as I discovered just
how much hard work and
preparation goes into this
colossal event. Talks begin
over the summer, when broth·
ers brainstorm and budget
musical performances . This
year's event was purposely
moved up a few wee'ks in reaction to last year's unpleasant
temperatures, creating a
shorter time frame for tasks to
be accomplished. Stage setup,
sand distribution, and placing
blackout tarps around the
perimeter are just a few of the
tasks Psi U brothers and
pledges have to tackle on the
day of Tropical. Although
stress often accompanies large
events,
Collins'
reaction
showed that it's all worth it in
the end, expressing the

see TROPICAL page 10

Over the summer the
Student
Government
Association (SGA) ·began the
project of renovating common
rooms in dorms across campus.
About $20,000 was spent during this period, and the SGA
has set aside an additional
$30,000 to put towards dorm
renovations throughout the
year, as the college itself was
not in a position to take on this
project due to the current state
of the economy. The re nova tions that will be undertaken
during the school year will take

place throughout campus,
while those that occurred during the summer took place
specifically in common rooms of
freshmen dorms.
According to SGA President
Ibrahim Diallo '11, his organi·
zation decided to take on cam·
pus infrastructure renovations
last year because he "felt like
the students needed spaces on
campus to hang out with
friends , watch TV, and just
relax," and the state of the common rooms at the time did not
provide the warm and comfort·
able environment necessary for

see SGA on page 5
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see XX on page 12
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Review: xx SGA Funds First-year
Dorm Renovations
Captivates
NYC Crowd
JULIA MCINNIS '11

Childhood is short. We are granted only a few brief
years characterized by naivete and indulgence, before
adulthood begins to creep in. dropping responsihilitie
and obligations into our lap . As it pulls us into it dark
reaches, we drag our heals. misbehave and act irrationally, in a desperate attempt to salvage the implicity of
childhood.
see HALFWAY on page 12

EMILY MISENCIK '14
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The SGA recently began the project of renovating comm on rooms across campus.
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Tripod Editorial
In Wake of Tragedy: Responsibility 2.0
In the past few days there
has been an onslaught of distrubing stories popping up in
the press with one thing in common- the Internet.
As our generation begins
graduating from college and
entering the world as young professionals, we have a responsibility to ourselves to recognize
that our seemingly casual
actions on Facebook, Twitter,
and e-mail have the ability to
follow us. I just had dinner the
other night with a former Tripod
staffer pursuing journalism and
she told me she'd heard multiple
stories of recent grads walking
into job interviews, being presented with printed out pictures
lifted from Facebook of them
doing a keg stand, and asked to
explain themselves.
As adolescents and young
adults who have grown up
attached to laptops and cell
phones, we've all heard the
warnings about being careful
about what we write and what
pictures we let get posted. But
for some reason, no matter how
many times the concept is
explained, it's still incredibly
easy to feel a disconnect
between
updating
your

Facebook status and your future
career.
It's unfortunate that it takes
crises to bring that point home,
but that's certainly what's happened in the wake of recent
headlines.
What happened to Tyler
Clementi at Rutgers University
is quite possibly one of the best
(and worst) examples in recent
history of how devestating cyber
bullying can be. More so than
any dorm prank, using an online
forum to make a joke or poke
fun (though obviously what happened to Clementi far exceeded
either of those) has consequences that lead to, literal,
never-ending humiliation.
Our generation is the first
that has the added burden of
dealing with the longterm repercussions of our online activity.
Twenty years ago the worst fate
imaginable was accidentally hitting "reply-all" on a mass e-mail.
Now it's another minefield altogether. To be safe, trust no one.
A 2010 graduate of Duke
University kept a detailed
record of every sexual encounter
she experienced as an undergraduate, which she e-mailed
along to friends. Well, one friend

forwarded it to another until the
entire list, names and pictures
included,
ended
up
on
www.Gawker.com. It's mindblowing that a 22-year-old could
have been so stupid as to make a
list that personal (and tasteless)
virtual.
At the same time, a similarwarning could be issued to older
generations to whom online
mediums are not quite as familiar. Last spring a Tripod staffer
was branded a racist by multiple professors at this school.
Ignoring what could have been a
teaching moment, and instead
grandstanding in a way that
served no one, the signers of
that petition (thoughtlessly?
purposefully?) associated that
student's name with racism for
every Google search. I cannot
even begin to articulate the lack
of respect that I have for the
decision that those signees
made, so let me end with this:
we're all online now. It's our
names. Our families' names.
Our friends' names. It's our reputations and our years of hard
work as students. Be careful. Be
safe. Think twice. Look out for
each other.
-R.S.B

New Appreciation for the "Last Firsts''
Sophomore year, two of the
senior swim team captains got
into the habit of indicating
every time anything was a "last
first". As an underclassman, it
seemed silly to me how nostalgic they were being about the
"last first" swim practice or the
"last first" home meet. I did not
understand at the time how difficult it is as a senior to watch
the usual landmarks of a year
at Trinity fly past, leading us
all one step closer to our last
days here.
Currently, I find myself in
the same position my captains
were in two years ago. I called
my parents on Sept. 7th
exclaiming, "its my last first
day of school!" This was clearly
dependant on whether I decide
to pursue any more schooling
after Trinity, but in actuality,
there was a chance that the
first day of this semester really
could have been my last first
day of school. It could have
been my last time picking out a
first day of school outfit (yes, I
still do this) and my last time
meeting the new kids at school.
Though college is unique in
that we get sort of a second
bunch of firsts when the spring

semester begins, I still felt sentimental
as
I
watched
September, such a marker of
new beginnings, fade into
October.
While I recognize that it is a
little early in the game to get
all teary-eyed about the end, I
think it is extremely important
that the senior class embrace
our "last firsts" at Trinity. We
won't get a chance to do all this
again, so why not remember to
live every day to the fullest this
year? I'm not saying to neglect
your work and go party every
night of the week, because that
is the opposite of what we
should be doing right now. I
don't think that will help any of
us get jobs. But I do think that
bringing your work out onto the
quad while its still warm
enough and taking study
breaks to watch athletic events
are great ways to experience
every last bit of Trinity that we
can.
The more I thought about it,
the "last first" notion is in
many ways a good concept by
which to live your senior year
by. In recognizing our limited
time left as college students, we
are hopefully realizing how

lucky we are and how good
many of us really have it. While
my parents are looking forward
to December when they will
pay the last bill to Trinity, I'm
dreading the moment when I
will need to control my own
(pending) income and pay my
own (not pending) bills. It's
worthwhile to know that after
this year, its not going to be this
easy. This rigorous routine of
going to class, hanging out with
friends, and studying will seem
laughable once we have those 9
to 5 jobs. If these supposed jobs
truly exist.
As we go into our "last first"
Trinity Days and our "last first"
fall midterms, I hope the rest of
the seniors also begin to appreciate the reliability of our college years. Not everything will
have a designated place next
year, with those cherished landmarks on the calendar. My job
search has illustrated that
most of the entry-level positions for which I hope to apply
offer an average of two weeks
vacation. As college students,
we have upwards of 18. So
embrace the predictability seniors, every last minute of it.

-AMA

CORRECTIONS
In the September 28th issue of the Tripod, the Study_ A way
Fair ad on page 14 include an imag_e witliout a credit. 'l'he origional image was found at wiki-lana. wikispaces.com.
rtpo

1toria s represent t e views o t e executive oar o
n rllztty
comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.
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A Girl's Right To Change Her Mind
seemed sober. Soon it became
clear that Joe wanted to have
sex. Meg, now a more empowThe
stereotype
that ered girl than she had been in
wome n are bad at making the past, had no problem
decisions holds a lot of truth telling him she didn't want to.
among many of my female Having never been insulted
friends . We are incredibly for refusing a guy before, she
indecisive when choosing any- was shocked when Joe began
thing from food to clothing. to berate her. He said it was
When it comes to guys, it's wrong of her to come to his
often equally overwhelming. room and expect to cuddle or
This article is about girls who hang out, but not "put out." In
find themselves with desper- the face of his disapproval,
Meg was shrinking. She
ate, lonely or ornery men.
My friend , I'll
began to doubt herThe fact that self. Was he right?
call her Meg, has
Did she deserve to
a
story
that
a girl who is
be
treated this way
illustrate s the
assertive and
since she had decidcoercive
mind
secure in her
ed to go to his
games played by
decisions
about room? Still, she
s ome .
Even
her body would defended herself
though Meg had
not always felt go to that place and asked him if he
confident
and of doubt, both in would want his sisassertive with
ters to be treated
her decisions
men, she had a
and in her self- this way. She
walked out of his
series of positive
sexual experi- worth, is alarm- room, leaving an
ing to me.
angry and entitled
ences
that
man behind. The
reminded her of
how deserving she was of a next day he called to apolorespectful mate who would be gize , but the way he had
concerned with her sexual treated her had already left
preferences and, most impor- her feeling repulsed.
The fact that a girl who is
tantly, her happiness. She felt
empowered. Then she got to assertive and secure in her
Trinity. One night she met Joe decisions about her body
at a fraternity. Some friends would go to that place of
warned her that he was a doubt, both in her decisions
sleazy guy, but Meg wanted to and in her self-worth, is
decide for herself. He didn't alarming to me . How can
seem like an asshole to her. other girls, with less confiHe had come to her room to dence , cope with this culture
say goodnight on a couple of expectation while staying
occasions and seemed inter- true to what they want (or
ested in her even after a few don't)?
nights of no sexual exchanges.
I'm writing this to remind
This meant something, she girls, and guys , that everyone
thought. One night out, she has the right to change their
decided to visit Joe in his mind no matter what. This
room for the first time. He includes when a girl has
JOCELYN SCHUR '11

CONTJUBUTING WRITER

danced with a guy all night,
kissed him , or even gone back
to his room as Meg did. She
didn't "owe" him anything.
She should not be manipulated into feeling like she did
anything wrong. Perhaps she
had different expectations
and simply wanted someone
to dance with or a harmless
kiss. You can't wrongfully
"lead someone on" if you are
both leading to different destinations. Or maybe she
thought the guy was attractive and was interested in
possibly going further as the
night or weekend or semester
progressed, but then was put
off by the guy's aggressive
advances. Maybe she wasn't a
"prude" at all, but she was
merely disgusted by this guy's
evident expectation of oral sex
on the first night. All she
could think about was where
else he had been the night
before or, even, just hours
before.
To the guys, if you feel
frustrated by girls who are
not on the same page as you,
maybe try being more explicit
in your approach. This way
you'll know whether or not
you are pursuing a girl who
may be looking for something
deeper than a one-night
stand. Remember, that even
for those girls who enjoy casual hookups, it does not mean
that they are looking for sex
every time and there is never
an open invitation for repeated sexual encounters.
Obviously there are perfectly nice guys who are also
looking for a casual fling, but
this editorial is directed at
those men who are inclined to

see THE page 4

Fighting Back Against Bullying
CHARLIE WEDEEN '12
CONTJUBUTI G WRITER

Three hangings, a shotgun,
and a bridge jump: five suicides
in a matter of three weeks and
all of them the victims of bullying for being gay men. The past
month has seen many setbacks
for the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgender, Queer, Intersexed,
and Ally (GLBTQW community-or as it has so fondly been
deemed by Women's Glib, a blog
written by college feminists, the
queer alphabet soup. It all
began on Thursday Sept 9, 2010
when Billy Lucas hung himself
after being suspended for verbally defending himself from
students who where bullying
him. Lucas was only 15. Then
on the 19th Seth Walsh, 13, died
after 10 days on life support. He
was found unconscious after an
attempted hanging. Walsh had
been bullied for years and even
transferred weeks before the

hanging. The 21st brought the
Senate's block of a bill that
would have repealed Don't Ask
Don't Tell. September 22nd at
3:42 p.m., Tyler Clementi, a
freshman at Rutgers University,
posts on his Facebook wall,
"Jumping off the gw bridge
sorry." He then makes the fi.vehour trip to the George
Washington bridge and jumps.
Dharun Ravi, Clementi's roommate streamed live on the
Internet the young student having sex with another male student and promised a repeat performance. Asher Brown, a 13year-old from Houston, shot
himself in the face. He went to
his father's closet, grabbed a
gun, and killed himself there on
the floor. Lastly, on the 30th
Raymond Chase, a sophomore at
Johnson & Wales University in
Providence, Rhode Island hung
himself, his motivations are not
yet known.
This makes a grand total of

five suicides in 21 days. So what
can you do? First, there are
services available to those who
are hurting. Call the counseling
center (860) 297-2415 and
schedule an appointment; it is
completely confidential and
absolutely free. No one will
know-not even your parents.
Other options include contacting
the Women & Gender Resource
Action Center (WGRAC), the
Coming
Out
Network,
Encouraging
Respect
of
Sexualities (EROS), or the
Queer Resource Center (QRC).
Laura Lockwood and Crystal
Nieves are prepared to help. For
24-hour help, call the suicide
hotline (800) SUICIDE (7842433). If you are an ally who
wants to help, you have several
great options: become SafeZone
certified. It only takes an hour
and you get a sticker letting
everyone know you are GLBTQ

see MAKING page 4

Britain Puts Economic
Debate to the Test
has begun cuts that will
reduce spending by about
$130 billion over five years.
-in-Chief According to a report by the
Like
Editor
Rebecca Brown, in her smart Institute for Fiscal Studies,
piece last week ("What is the the new program will be "the
Point of a Monarchy?"), I've longest, deepest, sustained
also had a bit of a fascination period of cuts to public servicwith our friends across the es" in over six decades. In
pond. The British people, with Coventry, England, plans for
their quirky, outdated cus- new schools have been
toms and personalities, have shelved . The U .K. Film
always been a bit perplexing Council has been abolished.
but
intriguing
in
my Nottinghamshire has closed
day care centers. In all, about
American eyes.
600,000
public sector jobs will
Case in point: On an
likely
evaporate.
episode of last season's Mad
What is most peculiar is
Men, the wife of British expa ·
triate Lane Pryce, complain- that, with the exception of
ing about having to live in the period under Margaret
modern
Great
New York, remarks "It's not Thatcher,
London.
It's
not
even Britain has historically been
England."
Lane
replies , a state powerhouse . Before
"That's true . I've been here the changes , government
accounted for about 22 perten months and
nobody's
even
When the
cent of the economy. Observers say
asked me where I
coalition of
that
Mr.
went to school!"
Tories and
Cameron's cuts
With
Prime
Liberal
may make even
Minister
David
the
Iron Lady
Cameron (a grad·
Democrats took
herself blush.
uate of both Eton
power in May
Now consider
and Oxford, in
with the
that the United
case anyone asks)
Conservative
States is doing
now leading the
Kingdom,
the Mr. Cameron at the exact opposite. It's propping
Brits and their
the helm, they up
the state, sav·
ways have become
brought with
ing and creating
just a bit more
them a fresh
more public sector
complicated . The
brave new world approach to gov- jobs, and running
temporary deficits
they've entered is
erning that is
with the hope of
a grand experi·
now,
when
comcreating
longment in reshaping
pared
with
term
economic
the role of govern·
ment in their
America, offer- health.
is also
lives, and its out·
ing a radically oddWhat
is that Mr.
come just may
different preCameron and Mr.
change how we
scription to the Obama
aren't
view it m our
playing
an
antag·
lives.
recession ills.
onistic 'anything
When
the
coalition of Tories and Liberal you can do, I can do better'
Democrats took power in May game. In fact, when Mr.
with the Conservative Mr. Cameron visited America this
Cameron at the helm, they summer, he took pain to
brought with them a fresh stress that each nation needs
approach to governing that is different solutions , almost
now, when compared to condoning an action he is purAmerica, offering a radically posely avoiding.
Nevertheless ,
Mr.
different prescription to the
Cameron is putting himself
recession ills.
Instead of applying tradi· front and center in the long
tional Keynesian economic debate over what economic
theory, which supports the theory works better.
Because of the new
increase
of
government
spending in order to stimulate dichotomy, we may finally
the economy, the British gov· have an answer. The two con·
ernment is implementing cuts trasting trials are playing out
that The New York Times has in real time. The outcome will
labeled "an economic course of be seen in a few years, when
almost savage austerity." we're able to examine the
Essentially, it's throwing a gin state of both economies.
If Britain languishes, perand tonic straight in the face
of John Maynard Keynes, haps Mr. Keynes will once
himself a son of England, and again become the favored son,
bowing down to American putting the global trajectory
Milton Friedman, whose theo· back in his favor. But if it
ries promote little govern· doesn't, and it succeeds, we
ment intervention and spend- may have a new coinage m
the
economics books
ing.
Mr. Cameron's government Cameronism.
GREG MONIZ '11

CONTJUBUTING WRITER

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and ch not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Bigotry: The Product of Social Poverty Making A Difference
That Could Save A Life
WILL YALE '12

CONTIUBUT1NG WJUTE R

Martin
Peretz,
of
Harvard University and
editor of the magazine The
New Republic, recently
wrote, "Frankly, Muslim
life is cheap, most notably
to Muslims." He added, "I
wonder whether I need
honor these people and pretend that they are worthy
of the privileges of the First
Amendment, which I have
in my gut the sense that
they will abuse."
A month ago protests
sparked over the construction of a Muslim community center, the Cordoba
House, several blocks away
from the site of the World
Trade Center. For two
years, a vocal minority of
Americans have posted on
internet forums and passed
on viral emails written
loudly
m
all
caps:
"BARACK
HUSSEIN
OBAMA IS A MUSLIM!"
Each of these controversies stem from a stereotypical representation of Islam
and its adherents - stereotypes that are bigoted
because they aren't true.
From
my
travels
in
Xinjiang, China and living
amongst
Uyghur
and
Kazakh
Muslims,
I've
found that bigoted beliefs
can only arise out of a pro-

found "poverty of experience."
Last week I stayed for a
few days in Hemu, a tiny vil·
lage on the Kazakh, Russian,
and Mongol borders. The nat·
ural scenery was beautiful,
but more important to me
were opportunities to speak
with
local
Tu vans
(a
Mongolian tribe), Uyghurs,
and Kazakhs. After spending
an afternoon at a school cul·
tural exchange, I learned that
Kazakh teenagers are surprisingly good basketball players
and admire Kobe Bryant. It's
probably because the basket·
ball courts are the only fun
thing in town.
After dinner with the fami·
ly of the head schoolteacher,
they taught us how to dance to
the ethno-pop of Shahrizoda
(three Uyghur girls who are
all the rage in Xinjiang - their
music is incessant). The dance
was a traditional Kazakh line
dance, and very similar to line
dances in Texas. We were also
served horse milk wine - think
sake with a tinge of milk flavor.
The next night, we got to
practice our newly- learned
line-dancing skills at a dance
party. In Hemu. Population:
less than 2000.
After all that, how can I
ever stereotype a population
of one billion people - it's
futile!
I am an avid reader of
James Fallows, correspondent

for the Atlantic Monthly, who
in response to Mr. Peretz
wrote, "The real secret of
American inclusion through
continued from page 3
is a policy in U.S. Military that
the generations is that when
regulates how gay, lesbian, and
you grow up with, work with, friendly. Join EROS and sup· bisexual service members are
live next to, intermarry with, port your friends through activi· allowed to serve in the armed
and in all other ways get to ties and activism. If you want to forces. It was instituted by
know people from different go a step farther, you can sign up President Clinton to replace
categories, you have less for weekly updates from the previous policy which out·
patience for generalizations glsen.org or hrc.org.
right barred gays, lesbians, and
about 'the blacks' or 'the Irish'
What is most important, is bisexuals from service. DADT
or 'the Jews' or 'the gays' or fighting back against bullying. stipulates that the military
'trailer trash' etc."
We must make sure
What is most cannot enquire
When you come into con· I that words like "fag"
important, is
about the sexual
tact with those unlike yourself and "dyke" are not
fighting back
orientation of
and expose yourself to the being used to hurt against bullying. service
mem·
alien, "poverty of experience" people. Talk to your
We must make hers. It is the
is erased; you cannot be bigot· friends if you hear sure that word's only
United
ed, because what was once them using these
like "fag" and
States law that
alien you now recognize as words and encourage
"dyke" are not
requires people
familiar.
them to change how
being used to
to lie about who
Not everyone can make the they speak. Most peo·
hurt people.
they
are.
trek to one of the most remote ple are not hateful,
Talk to your
Furthermore, if
places on earth to learn this but language can real·
friends if you
a service mem·
lesson - but Americans need not ly hurt without us hear them using ber is suspected
to. My "wealth of experience" realizing it. Lastly, If these words and of being gay,
includes not just getting to you think that you encourage them they are brought
know Kazakh teenagers in know someone who is
to change how
up on formal
Xinjiang, but also growing up G, L, B, T, or Q, let
they speak.
charges
and
and going to school in a racially them know that you
often given a
and socio-economically diverse are there to support
Dishonorable
community. I am sure the them. I know that not everyone Discharge from the military.
Tuvans, Kazakhs, and Uyghurs supports gay rights, but we all This means that they cannot
I've met are well-represented support people's right to live. collect veteran's benefits, work
by others in the states (not to Let's protect those who are so in the government, or work for
mention Muslim and Arab cul· much at risk.
any corporation/organization
tural groups on this campus). If
Don't Ask Don't Tell (DADT) with which the American gov·
you have the opportunity to
study abroad, it is the best
choice you can make, but it is
certainly not the only path out
of bigotry in this country.

A Formal Defense of Peter B's
THEA BUTTON '11
CO NTIUBUI1 G WRITER

In last week's article, "A
Dazed Morning," Cathy Lee
argued that there was no
reason not to have a
Starbucks
on
campus.
There are several key
points to her argument with
which I strongly disagree,
first and foremost, her glaring oversight of Peter B's.
Located in the library,
Peter B's offers an alterna tive to Mather, the Cave,
the
Bistro
and
the
Underground. Peter B's
serves coffee, tea, chai,
espresso drinks, italian
sodas and seasonally, hot
apple cider and pumpkin
spice lattes which Ms. Lee
specifically mentioned a
desire for. It's cozy with
comfy chairs and a long
communal counter. Mentors
and TAs hold office hours
and meetings there, and
professors can often be seen
relaxing between classes or
engaged in casual discourse
with
their
students.
Regulars have their regular
seats and their regular
drinks and there is constant
bustle due to its location
right off the library's atri·
um.
Peter B's aside for a
moment, Ms. Lee makes
several other problematic
points. The coffee in
Mather, which she claims is

not as "solid" as Starbucks cof·
fee , is in fact, Starbucks coffee.
Even if that were not the case,
the coffee at Starbucks is not
all that solid either. Starbucks
burns their beans leading to
an acidic and bitter tasting
brew. While their espresso is
slightly better than their cof·
fee, Starbucks falls short once
again because their "baristas"
do not even pack and pull the
shots themselves. Instead,
they push a button and a pre·
measured amount of brewed
espresso comes out automati·
cally. This is not a prescrip·
tion for the best espresso pulls.
As a barista at Peter B's I can
tell you that there are purists
on campus who would not set·
tle for espresso made this way.
Another point that Ms. Lee
made was that, "universities
that do have a Starbucks on
campus
say
that
their
Starbucks do incredibly well."
The key word in this sentence
is universities. Trinity is a col·
lege with far fewer students
and faculty than most universities. While some shifts at
Peter · B's are insanely busy
with dozens of customers, I
have also worked entire shifts
without seeing more than 2 or
3 customers . Also, three
months out of the year when
most of Trinity's population
leaves for the
summer,
Starbucks would not be able to
sustain itself.
Over the summer, the
Underground, the Bistro, and

the Cave all closed because
there was no reason for them
to be open. Even Mather does
not have consistent hours. But
Peter B's stays open from 8
a.m. until about 2 p.m. every
weekday in order to provide
staff and students who remain
on campus with access to caf·
feine. The money that Peter
B's makes is barely enough to
cover the overhead that it
takes to remain open, but it
does it because the manage·
ment and staff feel a responsibility towards the Trinity com munity. Starbucks, a corporation with a bottom line and lit·
tle wiggle room, might not feel
inclined to do the same and it
is unlikely that they would
take the financial hit of open·
ing a location that would only
have nine months a year of
profitability.
I would suggest to Ms. Lee
that next time she is in the
library and wants to "grab a
snack", she should swing by
Peter B's and grab a berry
scone and a pumpkin spice
latte. In fact, for her trouble,
Peter B's would like to offer
her one medium pumpkin
spice latte free , unless of
course, she is dead set on paying Starbucks' prices. And
don't worry, if you're working
late the night before a paper is
due, Peter B's is open till mid·
night Sunday-Thursday and
we open at SAM the next
morning to get you up and
going after that all-nighter.

The Value of Patience:
Respecting Yourself
continued from page 3

use the "don't be such a tease"
whimper. Guys, don't forget
that pressuring a girl actually
puts you at risk of being
accused of sexual assault. But
more importantly, convincing
a girl to do something she
isn't comfortable with is
morally wrong. Whether a girl
is drunk or not, silence is not
consent. A person cannot con·
sent to sex if they are under
the influence. As Meg pointed
out, treat women the way
you'd want your sisters to be
treated. Plus, you too deserve
to have sex with someone
equally willing.
Girls, nobody has the right
to coerce you into doing some·

thing you don't want to do.
Don't let anyone guilt you into
doing something that makes
you uncomfortable. This goes
for girls in relationships as
well. You have the right to
choose to have sex with some·
one and then decide not to the
next
time.
Trust
your
instincts. As my mother would
say in Meg's case, "remember,
you don't always need to
make every mistake yourself'... so listen to your
friends' warnings! Lastly, a
respectable guy does not need
to convince a girl to have sex
with him. It may take some
time, but find someone who
moves at the same pace as you
and is happy to wait until you
are comfortable.

Interested in writing for the
Opinions Section?
Contact Zach or Julia at
Zachary.Sonenshine@trincoll.edu
or Julia.Mclnnis@trincoll.edu
for more
information!
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Alcohol, Drug Violations Top 2009-2010 Campus Safety Report
KARISA CERNERA '14
CONTRIBUTlNG WIUTER

On Saturday, Sept. 25, the
Campus Safety Report for
2010 was released. The report
is released annually to educate
the Trinity community but
also to enforce the responsibility that we have as a community to combat criminal activity on campus. The report contains statistics and informa tion about infractions on campus while also comparing
occurrences of crime on cam pus to those committed in previous years.
This year, new sections
have been added to the annual
report, including the Higher
Education Opportunity Act,
which focuses on punishment
and rules in response to hate

crimes, emergency responses,
and evacuation procedures,
among other things. This section was appended to the
already-existing
Student
Right to Know and Campus
Security Act, which state that
all students must be made
aware of infractions occurring
on their campus.
The report offers a list of
Campus Safety phone numbers to call in case of emergency, while also providing the
student body, faculty, and staff
with statistics of the incidents
that occurred on campus during the 2009-2010 academic
year. As a means of comparison, it also outlines the crimes
on campus in the past three
years, including burglary,
assault and underage alcohol
possession.

One of t he largest infractions committed on campus
over the last three years has
been underage alcohol consumption. There were 227
cases of disciplinary action
concerning underage alcohol
consumption in 2009 alone.
Although that number has
dropped from the previous 398
cases in 2008 and 532 cases in
2007, the number is still very
high. Trinity College has a
zero-tolerance
policy
for
underage drinking on campus.
The student handbook outlines this policy and lists rules
according to Connecticut State
Law. In accordance with
Public Act No. 06-112, illegal
underage drinking can lead to
a $500 fine and/or up to one
year in prison.
The college also offers

counseling sessions for stu dents who either have a drinking problem, or may be at risk
for developing one. "The most
troublesome problem with
drinking is the abusive drinkmg. This is what leads to
health problems, academic
underachievement, poor sexual experiences, violations of
College policy, crimes, and
regretful behavior," said Dean
of Students Frederick Alford.
Disciplinary actions on
campus concerning drugs are
also another main component
of the annual Campus Safety
Report. In 2009 there were 70
incidents concerning drug possession on Trinity's campus.
Under federal law, the College
condemns the possession,
manufacture, or sale of any
drug or drug-related para-

phernalia on campus. Any
student arrested for or convicted of a drug-related crime will
be subject to penalties under
Connecticut state law regardless of their student status at
Trinity College. The student
must also appear before the
honor council before re-admission to the college takes place.
The college and its faculty
members believe that is our
job to combat these serious
issues. "Helping students find
their way to activities and
groups whose activities don't
revolve around drinking is
another important step," said
Alford. "The most powerful
tool is probably peer disap proval. My suspicion is that
most people do not really want
to be the source of jokes and
gossip."

First-Year Dormitories Students in Accident on Summit St.
Updated Over Summer
ELIZABETH AGRESTA '11
NEWS EDITOR

Two cars driven by Trinity
students collided on Summit
Street just in front of Mather
Hall on Tuesday, Sept. 28.
Numerous Campus Safety officers, as well as the Hartford
Police and Fire Departments,
responded to the site of the
accident, which occurred at
about 9 p.m.
According to the Campus
Safety report, the two cars
were heading north on Summit
Street. A Toyota went to pass
the vehicle in front of it, a Jeep

~~
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A number of First-year dormitories saw updates to their common spaces thi summer.

Continued from page 1
these endeavors.
With this in mind, the SGA
decided to begin their renova tions in the First-year dorms.
Said SGA Vice President Flo
Monier, "people are shy, especially incoming fresh men, and
the common room is an essen tial area to make friends and
get to know people." The Firstyear class is also significantly
larger than last year's, and
with many students living in
forced triples, a comfortable
and relaxing common room
will be greatly appreciated by
those hoping for some time to
themselves or simply for a
change of scenery from their
tight living quarters.
In past years, "nobody used
the freshman common rooms
be ca use they were so run
down," says Monier. The TV in
the Jones Dormitory common
room, for example, could only
be turned on using a pen in the
button slot because the buttons
were missing. However, since
the first round of renovations
has been completed, the common room in Jones as well as
those in Little , Frobb, and
North Campus are now home

to new 52-inch flat screen TVs
and new couches, allowing students to lounge, socialize, or
study in a much more accommodating setting.
In addition to the re nova tions in campus infrastructure,
the SGA is currently working
on a number of projects that
will improve campus life and
expand opportunities available
for students. The organization
has added beach volleyball to
its already extensive list of
intramural sports offered, and
they hope to obtain a fourth
Zipcar to increase availability
of transportation for students.
The SGA is also working to
make more buildings on campus more environmentally
friendly by adding recycling
bins in high-traffic areas, and
they are trying to extend the
list of stores and restaurants
around campus that accept
Bantam Bucks as currency.
The First-year common room
renovations have proven to be
a positive start to the year for
the SGA, and t hey are very
enthusiastic about continuing
to improve the quality of campus life for Trinity students
during the 2010-2011 academic
year.

Cherokee, and collided when
the driver of the Jeep attempted to turn left. The Toyta
bounced into the parking lane
and struck a light pole, which
fell onto the second car. The
first vehicle then landed on top
of the second one.
"It was a miracle that no
one was injured," said Director
of Campus Safety Charles
Morris. One female student
was
taken
to
Hartford
Hospital, shaken up but not
injured. Three parked cars
were also damaged, and there
was substantial damage done
to both parties' vehicles.

When asked why the student body was not informed
about the accident directly
after it happened, Dean of
Students Frederick Alford
responded, "Campus Safety
sends reports when there is
ongoing danger or if there is
information that will redound
to the benefit of all. If it
appears that one or both of the
drivers in this accident was
negligent then it is likely that
the matter will go to the Honor
Council and it is important
that everyone remains objective while that process
unfolds."

Want to
Contribute to
Interested in
Writing for News?
Contact Elizabeth Agresta or Anne
Gimbel at elizabeth.agresta@
trincoll.edu or anne.gimbel@trin·
coll.edu for more information!
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2010 President's Fellows
Language & Culture Studies
Victoria K. Painei
Anthropology
''"'" ·'U'"W·

/Marianne C. Aberbook

Mathe ma ties
Michelle M. Benjami

/ .oL-" ....

Computer Science
....,Rachel A. Foecking
Economics
. Raymond Gaffey, IV
Educational Studies
gaeta Nukic

Public Policy and La
Stephen R. Gruende

Women, Gender and Sexuality
Rosalia Abreu

Writing Center Back in Action
ALEXANDER CHAMPOUX '11
After a summer of rest, reading, relaxation, and writing, it is our honor to
announce that the Writing Center is open for business again. As always, our first act
is to resume our regular hours (M-Th i:30-4:30 p.m. and 6:30-9:30 p.m.) during which
students from every discipline are invited to bring their papers by for help with revision; indeed, we were so eager to get the revising under way that we opened a week
ahead of schedule. During the aforementioned hours Writing Associates are available
to help everyone from First-years wondering how, exactly, one goes about writing an
MLA citation, to seniors slogging their way through two 80-page theses.
With a new year, we bring a new perspective and fresh group of Associates, ready
to reinvigorate the recently underutilized Center. Though undoubtedly having proved
invaluable for many students over the past few years, the Allan K. Smith Center for
Writing and Rhetoric has faded into the background of Trinity academic and cultural
life. We have offered tutoring for those who sought us out, a limited circulation liter
ary magazine, and little more; Associates, though highly valued as Teaching
Assistants by professors, have been limited in their Writing Center participation to
two hours spent tutoring. We seek to change this.
First, we would like to make an open call to campus writers to submit writing to
the Writing Associate literary journal, 115 Vernon. We are looking for interesting
interdisciplinary writing, as well as artists that are interested in illustrating the var
ious submissions. If you would like to submit a piece to the journal, send it in an email
to 115Vernon@gmail.com along with your name, a short bio, and a number at which
we can contact you.
Further, the Writing Center is looking to take a larger role in patronizing the literary arts at Trinity. All too often on this campus writers and readers find themselves
with little in the way of a support network outside of classes. In that vein, we are look
ing to start weekly writing workshops, open to any and all writers, for the purpose o
peer review. Writers interested in joining such a workshop should email times of availability to 115Vernon@gmail.com, with the subject line reading "Re: Writing
Workshop." Readers, too, deserve our support, and, should the campus desire it, we
would like to offer our assistance in establishing an Allan K. Smith book group -just
email us with the subject line ''Re: Book Group."
Also this year, in the name of the Allan K. Smith Writing Center, I am offering a
new incentive program in an attempt to promote National Novel Writing Month.
National Novel Writing Month is a program that takes place during November where
writers from all over the world break out their computers and try to complete 50,000
words in a month. NaNoWriMo isn't about writing the next bestseller in only four
weeks - just about the act of long form production. Here's my promise, open to all
Trinity students: if you participate in NaNoWriMo and complete a 50,000 word novel,
then, at the end of November, I will either personally work with you for two hours a
week in the Writing Center for the rest of the year to edit and refine your novel, or, in
the event of multiple writers, organize a weekly writing group that workshops eveiy
one's novels. If you're not interested in my help, I'll still pay for two vanity hardcover
copies to be made whenever you feel that the novel is done.
Even with all of the offerings listed above, we're not content until you are. Just hit
us up at our email and let us know if you want us to bring in your favorite author, help
you to start up a slam poetry group, run a seminar on query writing, or simply remind
you how to use a semicolon. Moreover, look for us on campus. The new head tutors are
Allie Siraco, Elizabeth Agresta, and myself, Alexander Champoux, and you can find
the names of the rest of our tutors online (along with bios and cool headshots) on our
website. That, or friend us on Facebook (Trinity WritingCenter). Now, get writing!

Multiple Burglaries Resurrect The Gavel: SGA This Weel<
Off-Campus Living Concerns

Information from the SGA
There is a new ATM available to the Trinity community
located at 76 Vernon St. in the Campus Safety Building. It
is open 24/7/365. Charge per withdrawal is $2.

COURTESY OF www.trincoll.edu/orgs/aasa/

The Asian-American Student Association (MSA) was burglarized in the early hours of Tuesday, Sept. 28.

Continued from page 1
small things from the house. However, I
am glad the campus is taking more
actions to make Trinity safer after this
incident."
In his e·mail Alford stressed that
despite the new safety measures, the
most important thing Trinity students
can do to stay safe is to keep vigilant

and aware of their surroundings. Alford
echoed his oft-repeated refrain that students need to be accountable for their
own security. "Be careful whom you let
into your apartment," said Alford.
"Keep an eye out for who is coming and
going from your neighbor's apartment.
Safe neighborhoods are safe because
people keep an eye out for one another's
interest."

The Budget Committee and Entertainment Activities
Committee are now in session. Students in need of funding for materials, events, travel, apparel, or anything else
an fill out an event expenditure form (located on the SGA
website, www.trinitysga.com) and submit it to
SGAFinance@trincoll.edu. Requests made to EAC for
event funds can be sent to
SGABudgetCommittee@yahoo.com.
The SGA is working on getting a fourth Zipcar on campus,
adding to the two in the Campus Safety Parking Lot and
the one in the Mather Parking Lot.
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News In Brief
Terrorism Alert Rises in Europe

Arrest Made in Armed Robberies

The United States State Department
issued a warning to travelers Sunday, Oct. 3
about possible terrorist attacks in Europe.
The State Department believes that poten·
tial attacks will originate from Pakistan and
Northern Africa. The State Department
warned Americans about the potential dan·
ger of strikes against public transportation
systems and other tourist hubs. Great
Britain raised its terror threat level from
"general" to "high" for British citizens trav·
eling in France and Germany.

Carlo Ojeda was arrested for involve·
ment in the "machine. gun robberies" that
took place in Hartford, Conn. this past
month. Ojeda is suspected of being an
accomplice of Daniel Quinonez, who was
arrested after firing a semi-automatic
weapon at a police officer on Friday, Sept.
23. The two allegedly committed several
street and business robberies using
machine-type guns, and Ojeda is set to
appear in front of Superior Court on
Friday, Oct. 15.

Bristol Woman Turns Herself In

Education Documentary Premieres

On Wednesday, Sept. 22, 18year-old Tyler Clementi committed
suicide by jumping from the George
Washington Bridge. Clementi was
outed as gay on Twitter the night
before by his roommate, Dharun
Ravi, when Ravi streamed live video
of Clementi's encounter with another man.

Goldfarb Family Distinguished
Professor of American Government
Calvin Mackenzie was called upon
by the Senate to testify in the
impeachment trial of Federal Judge
Thomas Porteous of New Orleans.
Mackenzie has
testified for
Congress before, but this was his
first impeachment trial.

University of Pennsylvania

Williams College

Comedian Bill Cosby has been
selected
as
the
annual
Connaissance Fall Speaker to
speak on October 20. Cosby was
chosen because Student Planning
and Events Committee (SPEC)
members believed that he would
have wide appeal to the student
body.

Former visiting assistant professor
of political science Bernard Moore,
who pied guilty to three counts o
fraud in excess of $820,000 last
November, was sentenced to 50
months in prison and full repayment
to all victims. The college was not
involved in Moore's sentencing in
Washington D.C. on Friday, Sept. 23.

Nicole Gohar of Bristol, Conn. turned her
self in on Sunday, Oct. 3 on a warrant that
charged her with criminal impersonation,
criminal attempt to illegally obtain a con·
trolled substance, and criminal attempts to
possess narcotics. Gohar posed as a medical
assistant on Wednesday, June 30 to call in pre·
scriptions for Vicodin and Klonopin, after
which suspicious pharmacy employees called
the doctor's office to confirm. The doctor's office
called the police the following day.

Waiting for Superman, a new docu·
mentary on the state of public education
in America, will open n ext week in
Hartford and New Haven, Conn. The film
is already creating a buzz in Connecticut,
which has the largest academic achievement gap in the nation. The film details
the stories of five students' transfers to
charter schools, which appear to encourage education more than public schools
do.

Yale University

Boston University

Bodies of Missing Kayakers Found

Drug-Related Hit-and-Run Arrest Made

The bodies of James Lind and Doreen
Wallace of Wilton, Conn. were found in the
Norwalk River on October 4. Lind and
Wallace disappeared while kayaking on
Friday, and the Wilton Dive Team had been
searching for the couple since Friday
night. A paddle and a piece of Lind's cloth·
ing were found on Sunday before the man
and woman were discovered along with
their kayak on Monday.

Joseph Guimond of Farmington,
Conn. was arrested for possession of narcotics, marijuana, and drug parapherna ·
lia and driving under the influence.
Police pulled over Guimond's steaming,
damaged car on Friday night, when he
admitted to police that he had drank
three beers and s moked marijuana prior
to hitting a car in Burlington, Conn. and
then leaving the scene.

1-~-

Five students were arrested outside Elevate Lounge in New Haven on
Saturday, Oct. 2. According to student eyewitnesses police used excessive force in the arrests, Tasering,
punching, and kicking the students.
All five students were released by the
following evening, but the University
may conduct a formal investigation o
the police raid.

~~~~~

Over 100 bicyclists were ticketed for traffic violations on the BU
Bridge on Friday, Sept. 23. Cyclists
were fined $20 for running red
lights near the bridge . Boston
police say they are trying to promote safe riding habits in new bicyclists in the city, including the use
of helmets, after the deaths of two

Pictured left to nght. Back Row: Ricardo Rodriguez, Pejay Lucky, Karla Spurlock-Evans, Nora Huth, Amy DeBaun, Dr. Randy
Lee, Fred Alford, Allison Reed, Ramon Rosario, Ann Reuman. Front Row: Laura Lockwood, Lauren Donais, Crystal Nieves, Dr.
Jaimie Burns, Lisa Kassow, Rosalia Abreu, Samantha Alcala, Robin Sheppard
SART members are available to all victims/ survivors of sexual assault, rape, dating or relationship violence, and stalking. SART members are
administrators, faculty, and students who offer counseling, health services, assistance with reporting, referrals and advocacy.
***Please see the SART website www.trincolledu/StudentLifc/Hea.lthSafety/CampusSafety/SAKT/defaultJ1tm for a complete list of members,
reporting options, and date rape drug information.

Those not pictured. Chris Card, Chris Lyons, Charlie Morris, Dave Andres, Dr. Carol Shilliday, Father Michael Dolan, Marwa
Aly, Laura Reiter, Martha Burke, Margaret Lindsey, Carolyn Darr, Andy Miller, Josh Cantor, Lindsey Eichler, Geralyn Dias,
Devlin Hughes, Brett Jackson, Bryan (Charley) Wedeen
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Rahm Emanuel's Last White House To-Do List
Gary,
As you know, I'm peacing the f***
out of this joint. You were only my
secretary for a few weeks, but I'd
like to take this opportunity to formally apologize for all of the times I
made fun of your very stylish
European man-purse (or "messenger bag" as you insist on calling it),
and the times I poked fun at your
very legitimate, very prestigious
Studio Arts degree from SMU. I'd
also like to apologize for suggesting
your mental capacities are in any
way diminished, and specifically for
my use of the "R-word." I deeply
regret any sort of psychological or
emotional distress I may or may not
have inflicted upon you. PSYCH!
Seriously, though, I don't give a rat's

ass what you or anyone else thinks. I'm
Rahm f***ing Emanuel, and I just
straight up don't give a f**k.
Anyway, here's a list of s*** I need
you to do for me. Sen~ my assistant an
email when you've completed this list,
or so help me God I will hunt you
down and strangle you with my bare
hands until your eyes pop out of your
skull, and then stuff them down your
pants so you can watch me beat the
s*** out of you. Seriously, bro. Don't
test me.
•Go on my Facebook and poke Sarah
Palin, then post on her wall asking
about the status of her new reality
show. Include a wink-face emoticon.
•Cancel my weekly Krav Maga lessons,

preferably before Wednesday. If a 6' 11"
dude named Moshe shows up on
Wednesday, tell him I'm cancelling and
that he should just bill me. Also, don't
make him angry.
•I left a fake check for $ 3 million made
out to the Sarah Lawrence College
Alumni Donor Fund. Put the check in a
box, take a dump in the box, and then
mail it to those greedy, tweed-wearing
S.O.Bs.
•I put a Smirnoff Ice (Mango!) under
Bo's water bowl. When the prez goes to
feed him tonight, make sure you're
there to snap a pie to document
Brobama's last icing (for now).
•Make an obscene 3 a.m. phone call to

rt\n~om

•Call my lawyer re: the death
threats I made to my rabbi.
•Send me an e-mail reminding me
to figure out a way to change the
Chicago electoral laws by punching
them and/ or screaming myself
hoarse.
•Go to CVS and buy yourself a box
of tampons . For your period.
Because you're a woman. YA GET
IT?!

You know you love me,
XOXO Rahmbo

What We've
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Tony Blair and tell him I say his
HBO movie sucked harder than
George ef the Jungle.
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NATE NURMI '14 & ROBERT
STOCKDALE '14
FRESHMEN WISEMEN
1.
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Chartwells really looks out for

11-inity's constipated community.

2. RAs think a beer's worth $12s.
3. There are so many different kinds
of people here from all over Fairfield
County, Conn.
4. Vernon to Frobb during the daytime: 8 minutes. Nighttime: An hour
anda hal£
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5. There is no sorority that only

0

admits freshman guys, hits on them
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really, really aggressively, and bars
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freshman girls.
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6. The only person you can really
trust is the driver of the Drunk Bus.
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7. Ferris is too far away to work out,

'

but M.ather is dose enough to eat at
from any point on campus.

•
8. President Jones is the most handsome, charming gentleman we have
ever met.
9. Water bottles should always be
smelled before being brougt to practice Monday mornings.
IO.

M.ath.
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TRINITY'S Lou MASUR LECTURES AT ONE DAY UNIVERSITY
his typical audience this past weekend.
Rather, he lectured at the "One Day
University," at the Hilton Hotel in New
Where are my 6,000 pounds of TNT York City. "One Day University" aims to
bring the best professors to speak for one
today?
That's the question that Professor day to those who are interested but are
Daniel Deudney posed to his captive not enrolled in a university.
He and 15 other prominent speakers,
audience of 100 or so curious students.
The question synthesizes the amount of most of whom are undergraduate and
nuclear potential in the form of TNT graduate professors, lectured on their
that each person would possess if it were respective areas of interest. Their audience was not a group of jaded 20-somedistributed equally to every individual.
While Deudney is an Associate things who go to class for a living, but
Professor of Political Science at Johns rather hundreds of 50- and 60- someHopkins University, he did not lecture to things who were fervently trying to hold
onto the luxury oflearning.
Included
among
these 16 speakers was
Trinity's own Louis
Masur, the William R.
l
Kenan, Jr. Professor in
American Institutions
and Values. Masur, who
is currently on sabbatical, spoke effervescently
about the Emancipation
Proclamation, and the
unparalleled decisions
bestowed on President
Lincoln (he is currently
writing a book on the
subject).
When lecturing in a
AILEEN MCBRIDE '09 Hotel conference room
The topic of Ma ur's lecture was Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation. to a massive audience,
ZACH SONENSHINE '11
OPI IONS EDITOR

THE FOOD DUDES:

The "One Day University" concept is
the prospects of maintaining authentic
collegiate attributes are slim. Located in a compelling one. College is a luxury
Midtown Manhattan, the Hilton Hotel is and a time that most remember in the
most generous light. It is of
widely used as a venue
no great surprise that the
for large conferences.
chance to escape from proIt was well equipped to
fessionalism and relive the
manage the hundreds
pleasures of college - if only
of attendees - though
for a day - is appealing to
any attributes of a colmany. Still, I sensed that
legiate campus were
while many Professors
lost.
enjoyed lecturing to an audiConversations of
the day's best classes
ence that truly felt fortunate
to be there, they missed the
took place not at a
authenticity of a campus.
library or on a quad,
but in the magnificentPerhaps this is born from
my own biases, but I could
ly long lines to the
not help but notice that
bathrooms.
PowerPoint presenevery lecturer that I heard
made reference (on more
tations and microthan one occasion) to their
phones, which were a
necessity at the Hilton
own students.
In the middle of Masur's
Hotel, are certainly
outliers in our colle- Masur speaks at One Day University discussion on Lincoln, a cell
phone rang in the audience.
giate world. Masur,
however, was able to deliver Trinity's Masur curtailed his thought. He coyly
best to those pursuing this unique form asked whose phone was ringing. He
of continuing education. Masur's mas- found the man in the back, and told the
tery of the material was transparent crowed that had this been one of his
despite his comparatively casual speak- undergraduate classes, he would have
ing style. He flawlessly sprinkled humor answered the phone. "I can do that to a
into his lecture, appropriately grim at 19 year-old kid," he said, "but not to
times. Much like Lincoln himself, Masur you." This was perhaps most represenwove humor and anecdotal information tative of my college experience - but cer
into his lecture, to subsidize the inher tainly not theirs.
ently severe subject matter.

Two LADIES IN SEARCH OF GENIUS IN THE DEPTHS OF HARTFORD CuISI

E

Spice up Your Life with Masala Indian Bar and Restaurant
chicken breast in a creamy tomato
GRADES FOR
sauce). We complimented this with a
MASALA INDIAN RESTAURANT AND BAR
side of garlic naan. The main courses
We decided to venture to Masala were , in a word, supercalifragalicious- Tamarind sauce (with chickpea
Indian Bar and Restaurant last expialidoshus. Masala is known for its cracker): EJ - B. Weber - C+
Tuesday to spice things up (quite liter- Chicken Tikka Masala, hut the . Spicy Mint Cilantro sauce (with
ally). High off the success of our first Hyderabadi Bagare Baingan was the chickpea cracker): EJ -A-.
review, we were excited to add another highlight of the meal. Although its
Weber-A
restaurant to our repertoire but appearance was less than stellar (pic- Red onion sauce (with chickpea cracker):
weren't quite sure what to expect. Bad ture the contents of a horse stable
Indian food can really foul up a night, floor), the nutty and creamy features of
Girl Marks Territory Outside of
if you catch our drift. Thankfully we the dish well made up for its horrific
Northam Towers
found that this wasn't the case at exterior.
Even though we were impressed
Mas ala.
AT was enjoying a quiet night
As soon as we walked in we were and delighted with the fare offered at
in,
when we spied outside of our
overwhelmed by the distinct aroma of Masala, we have some pearls of wiswindow
a girl beelining for a
curry and began to salivate. Our wait- dom should you choose to visit this
bench.
She
proceeded to pull
er promptly brought us the complimen- establishment. Firstly, DO NOT GO
down
her
pants,
sit down, and let
tary house-made chickpea crackers and THERE ON A DATE. You will regret
loose a shower that rivals the
three accompanying sauces - a deli- going with your loved one when you
storms we've seen in the past few
ciously sweet brown tamarind sauce, a start profusely sweating from the delidays. AT wishes to inquire .,
red sauce made of onions, vinegar, salt cious, but fiery heat of your meal. If
if SGA will equip
and ketchup, and a spicy mint cilantro you choose to ignore that first tidbit of
Trinity's benches
sauce that appeared at first glance to advice, do not order spicy food, or perwith plumbing.
be radioactive pesto. They were, as haps, do not order at all. It is impossiWeber eloquently put it, "delightfully ' ble to be sexy when you're stuffing
delectable."
curry into your mouth. On the same
Forward Frat Brother Offers
We began our order with Indian note, wear loose-fitting clothing.
lager, and requested lamb samosas and
If you do decide drive over to this
Favors
paneer pakoras for appetizers. The for- Main Street establishment to get your
One bearded brother was
mer, a fried turnover stuffed with lamb Indian fix, bring your school ID. Our
and chutney, was dry but delicious. The waiter informed us that Trinity stu- standing with a lovely lady,
latter, a patty of fried cottage cheese, dents get a 15 percent discount on when he started demanding a
tasted
suspiciously
like
bland meals - and if you order too much, drink. Noticing that the boy in
McDonald's chicken nuggets. No com- don't worry: re-heated Masala leftovers question already had one in his
bination of dipping sauces could are still mouth-watering. Masala is a hand, and she, in fact, did not,
inspire the tastelessness of the paneer great place to journey on a cold, rainy she pointed out the beverage.
pakoras. At the recommendation of the day for an extraordinary experience.
His obvious response indicated
Until next week, hon appetit!
waiter, we chose the Hyderabadi
he desired to satisfy his oral fixBagare Baingan, (an eggplant and vegation in another manner "for
gie medley of which Weber was skepti- [Masala is located at 391 Main Street in hours and hours."
cal), and paired it with Chicken Tikka Hartford. Info: www.masalafinedinMasala (a standard Indian dish of ing.com or 860-882-0900.l
E.J. EWALD & EMILY WEBER '11
STAFF WRITERS

EJ - B-. Weber - B.
Troika Lamb Samosa: EJ - B+.
Weber- B+
Paneer Pakoras: EJ - D. Weber - CHyderabadi Bagare Baingan:
EJ -A. Weber -A+
Chicken Tikka Masala: EJ - A.
Weber -A.
Garlic Naan: EJ -A-. Weber -A+

AT Fails to Correctly Grasp the
Situation at Hand
AT committed our very own
social faux pas when out enjoying
Saturday night's festivities at the
soccer house. Upon seeing several friends dancing like a 06, AT
strolled over to give one of them
a mischievous but friendly tweak
- . on the behind. Turns out,
-1. ·._.the victim of the grab
~ • was a total stranger.
_Whoops.

Saw something
SCANDAWUS?!?

-

TELL ME ABOUT IT. AT
can't be everywhere at once, and
we need your judging gaze to help
us expose Trin students' most
embarrassing moments.
E-MAIL
aroundtrinity@gmail.com
You know you love me. xoxo

-
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Tropical Heats Up Chilly October Night Despite Crowd Issues
continued from page 1

"rewarding feeling" he experiences
when seeing everyone having a great
time.
This year's event aimed to combine
the elements of a party and concert,
creating a fun atmosphere for students
to dance and listen to music. DJ's 5 & A
Dime and Collin McLoughlin started
the night off right, introducing me and
my friends to McLoughlin's "Back to the
Wall," a new favorite addition to our
weekend playlist. The main act
Kinetics & One Love kept the party
going until the morning hours, as a
laser light show accompanied the performances. Psi U discovered the up and
coming
artists
from
FreshNewTracks.com, a site created by
Doug Stupay '11.
As a freshman, I had no idea what to
expect from my first Tropical experi·
ence. Every upperclassman I know
insisted I attend, as their descriptions
of the event ranged from a jammed-

packed themed beach party to Collins'
view that it "marks the beginning of
freshman year." I arrived to find a
crowd at the gate. It seemed like the
entire Trinity community attempted to
enter the Psi U backyard at the exact
same time. Some students who had
purchased tickets were unable to enter
the event because of safety concerns,
but Psi U president Kevin Collins '11
remains confident that brothers did
their best to control the chaotic scene.
After a temporary delay, my initial
reluctance to the 50-degree weather
disappeared as I embraced the night
with my fellow swimsuit-wearing peers.
At the end of the night, I formed my
own definition of Tropical as a big event
that brings together the entire Trinity
community, recreating a carefree summer night in the heat of the academic
semester. Next year, I plan to actually
glance at the weather report before I
step outside, and invest in a broom to
sweep up the inch of sand that appears
on the dorm floor in the morning.

DAVID DESSAU ' 11 I PHOTO CONTRIBLITOR

A crowd of students danced the night away in the crowded backyard of Psi U this Saturday at Tropical

ToplO
Trinity College Parties
10. AD's Snowpants or No Pants
9. The Hall's White
Party

•

8. Cleo's Heaven and
Hell
DAVID DESSAU '11 I PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR

7. AD's Jungle Party

Many performers entertained students at Psi Upsi lon's annual Tropical party, which first began in

6. Pike'sTogaritaville

(t/enUHe 6)ftic1o-m
Surviving as a Student-Athlete
ABIGAIL ALDERMAN '11
L\ ,\G

-

-

G EDITOR

During my high school years, I
had no intention of taking part in
athletics in college. While I loved
playing field hockey and swimming, I
was about ready to retire my limited
skills when graduation rolled around.
However, after getting in contact
with the swim coach at Trinity, I
somehow found myself on the team
when I arrived as a First-year. I consider my decision to be a member of a
sports team during my collegiate
years to be the best and most influential decision I have made at Trinity.
During this time, I have learned a
few beneficial things about how to
survive as a student-athlete.
I have found being on a team gives
you not only another group of friends,
but also provides a sort of family
dynamic away from home . Spending
hours practicing and competing with
the same people, driving for hours on
buses, and sharing questionable hotel
rooms creates a bond that is entirely
unique . Always use your teammates
and coaches as a support system.
People on your team are often facing
the same issues getting their work
done or battling nerves before an
upcoming competition. Don't forget to

rely on these people, because as
cheesy as it sounds, teamwork
extends beyond athletics.
Playing a sport has also improved
my time management. I find that I
am much better about getting my
work done when I have less time to do
so. I suggest finishing schoolwork
during the day, because after a difficult practice it is hard to sit down and
write a paper. I think studying in the
morning and in -between classes produces the most coherent and success·
ful work for a student-athlete.
It is best to look at daily practice
as a wonderful excuse for a break
when you are having a stressful
week. You are forced to put aside
hours spent studying and researching
in the library for two and half hours
in the afternoon, a time during which
you must focus on something other
than schoolwork. Though we all com·
plain when we get down to the
pool/field/court/ track about how
much work we have to get done and
how we haven't slept in days, people
emerge from practice with a clearer
mentality which allows them to better continue their work. If you consider your practice time to be not only
time to improve your athletics, but
also your academics, you will find
yourself looking forward to practice .

5. Crow's Jersey
Party

~

4. The Hall's Jorts
Party

3. Psi U's Hoedown ~J

2. Psi U'sTropical
1. Party in your pants

~~~a/1~
~~

~

<M'tdlwfr?
Wk I
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The Ivy Society and Kappa Kappa Gamma is proud to sponsor:

~

Future
Jobseekers

.,.,.._.-..-..::~:.:...
~

ReputationDefender

The Trinity Alumnae
Leadership Co-Council
Networking Event

Your online reputation is just as important as your resume and
GPA, so don 't let the accomplishments you've had at Trinity

Prepare
to be

fall by the wayside of your less-dignified self

..-···

Calling all students! Save the date!

GOOGLED
Friday, October 15, 2010

To learn how to protect yourself...

3:30 - 5:15 p.m.
Washington Room, Mather Hall

Tuesday, October 26th
7pm
Washington Room - Mather Hall

3:30 - 4:15: Welcome and Remarks
4:15 - 5:15: Networking

Featuring Owen Tripp,
Class of 2000 and Chief Operating
Officer at ReputationDefender

Trinity Career Services
Register on Trinity Recruiting:
http://trincoll.experience.com
Questions?
Call 860.297.2080 or
career-services@trincall.edu

_____ _
,,

•
•
•
•
•

_____ _________

Featuring keynote speaker

Christine Elia '96

Topics to Include:
Developing your professional online reputation
Learn how to find out whats out there about you
Delete personal information you don 't want to
share
Control how you look when searched online
Internet entrepreneurship and the employment
opportunities available at ReputationDefender

Board of Fellows, Founder and CEO, www.closetcouture.com

To register for and review the full list of distinguished
Alumnae Participants,
Please sign into e-Recruiting:
http:/ /trincoll.experience.com
Questions??

,

Email Career Services: career@trincoll.edu

Wraps $5.99

Side Orders

Chicken Twister • BBQ Chicken • Chicl<en Caesar
Chlcken Ranch • Buffalo Chicken • Chicken Cutlet

French Fries ......... ... .. ....................................... 2.50
Onion Rings ........... ...... ... .. .... .......... ..... ........... . 3 .00
Mozzarella Sticks ............... ... ..... .. ..................... 4 .50
Chicken Fingers wi.th Fries ...... .......................... 6 .75
Curly Fries ..... .. ................ ...... .. .. .... .... .. .... ... .... .. 3 .00
m u Chilll Cheese Fries ....................... ........ ... 4.99
Potato Skin ........... ...................... ...................... 5 .50
Boppers (Stu!Ted Jalapenos) ........... .. ............... .4.50
muFried Dough (15 pieces) ... .......... ............ 3 .75
m u Cheesy Bread ................... ... ....... ......... ... 5.99
Garlic Bread .. ....... .. ........... ...... .. Sm. 1.50 • Lg. 2.50
Garlic Bread with Cheese .......... Sm. 2 .50 •Lg. 3 .99
Grilled Cheese ...... ................. ...... ......... ........... . 2.50

•Served with Onion. Pf..'PpttS, Provoione C.heese 8: !larinar(J Sauce

(860) 278-4334
www.choiceonepizza.com
Home of !he Fresh Pizza. We Make Our Pizzas wtth !he finest
Ingredients Using fresh Dough Made Dally on !he Premises In
Moulh Watering Sauce, a Special Blend of Cheese and Topped
wllh !he Freshest Toppings of Your Choice.

Choice One Pizza
Small (12") .................. 7.50
Medium (14") .............. 9.50
large (16") ................ 11.99
Sheet (18" x 26") ....... 16.99

Topping ........................ 0.80
Topping ........................ 1.25
Topplng ........................ 1.75
Topping ........................ 3.50

Pizza Toppings
MOZZ1!tt.1a, P•pperonl. AnchoVJ<s, Ollves, l'in<.11ppk. P•ppers, Garfk.
Ba<·cn, S.uso~•e. Broccob, Spinach Onions. Hom, Oikl<l'tl, H!!tllbufller.
Mushrooms. Tomato. Rirotla. Eggplont, Hol l'e?P"rs, BBQ Chicken
aucJwi aSbdmp addlua:W Charge

8" Half 12" Whole
AD Veggle ................................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
BLT.. ........................................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Chicken Cutlet ............................................5.99 ............ 7.95
*Chicken Pannlglana .................................. 5.99 ............ 7.95
*Eggplant ...................................................5.99 ............ 7.95
Ash ............................................................ 5.99 ............ 7.95
Ham & Chuse ............................................ 5.99 ............ 7.95
Italian Cold Cut .......................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
'Meatball... ................................................. 5.99 ............ 7.95
Pastrami ..................................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Pepperonl ................................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Roast Beef.................................................. 5.99 ............ 7.95
Salami ........................................................ 5.99 ............ 7.95
•sausage .................................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Steak & Chuse........................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Tuna ........................................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Turkey ............. ...........................................5.99 ............ 7.95
Turkey & Bacon .......................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
*Veal Pannlglana ........................................ 5.99 ............ 7.95

Sandwiches
Mouth Watering Specialty Pizzas
Small Medium Large

Sheet

Sm~d

W?th C.'ieeS<, l.ett"'-~. Tomaro, Mayo and fretidl fries

Ham ............................... 5.00
Turkey ............................ 5.00

Tuna ............................... 5.00
Chicken ..........................5.00

Salads
Al! 5'!1ads Served with Garik Bread

Small
Lettuce. Tomatoes. Onions. Peppers & Cu<."tunber

Fried Chicken ........................ ... 5 .50 ..... ........... 7.75
Grilled Chicken .. ... .................... 5.50 .... ............ 7.75
Buffalo Chicken ..... .......... ......... 5 .50 ... ...... ....... 7.75
Grilled Cajun Chlcken ............. .. 5 .50 .............. .. 7.75
Honey Crispy Chicken .............. 5 .50 ..... ........... 7.75
Chef.. ... ... .......... .... ... ................. 5 .50 ............... 7.75
Ham and Turkey wfi/1 Provolone Chee.!:ie

Greek ................ ...... ................ .. 5 .50 ................ 7.75
Whh Feta Cheese and Greek OUves

Antipasto .. ................................ 5 .50 ................ 7.75
Ham. C..enoa Salami and Pepperoni

Tuna .... ........ ...... .. ..................... 5 .50 ............. ... 7.75

~ S.""flt, Pepperoni. Ham

a Bacon

Desserts
Cheesecake .................... 2.99

BBQ

s.uc.. ll!lO Chlci«n & °""'"'

Bacon Double Cheeseburger .. 10.99 ...... 13.99 ..... 16.99 ..... 25.99
Special Cholce .................. 11.99 ...... 15.99 ..... 18.99 ..... 27.99
f'<pp<rool. Sa=i"- Onion.

c.-

Peppers. Mu.Wnm>s & Btti

Veggie Cholce .................. .10.99 ...... 14.99 ..... 17.99 ..... 28.99
Ftts/1 Tomat<M.'s, Black Olives, Onion, Green Peppers & Mushrooms

White Veggie Cholce ......... 10.99 ...... 14.99 ..... 17.99 ..... 27.99
FE<sh TCl?l!ltots,

a;,-. Oi. Gorl!c, Ri<cl!a. Mozurt<'fa & Spinach

Chlcken Cholce ................. 11.99...... 15.99 ..... 18.99 ..... 28.99
s.w...1. Ughlfy Spic<d Oild<en v.~h Fresh Tomatoes, Spices & Extra O.ttse

Hawailan Pizza ................. 10.99 ...... 13.99 ..... 16.99 ..... 25.99
H>m. Jb"Pf'/c a ex.. a,..,.

Super Choice Combo ........ 12.99 ...... 16.99 ..... 19.99 ..... 29.99
G:mi l't;lpet.<. Choo. Ham. BttJ; -<»i... ~

s.us.,,. Boca> 5 Mus.\tooms

Ranch Chickw Choice ...... 11.99...... 15.99 ..... 18.99 ..... 28.99
Gri!Jcd Seasoned Chk.'ken. Garfk and f resh lbmato wfth Ranch Sauce

with Fries .......................4.75
with Fries ...................... .5.25
with Fries .......................5.50
with Fries .......................7.25

Jumbo Buffalo Wings
Try OurJuicy ~'in,qs..

They'" Bigg<rand Bct«r

BBQ • MJJd • Hot • Suicide • Hooey °""1 • fiooe-f BBQ

Honey llu.l:a:tl • Spcy Cajun

10 pc ................................................................................... 6.50
20pc ............... ................................................................... 11.50
JOpc .................................................................................. 16.75
40 pc .................................................................................. 21 .50

Calzone ........................... 7.50 Add Items .................. 1.00

Dinner Choices
S.tved wft/1 Garlic Bre•d 11 Salad

Spaghetti or Zitl .. .. ............................................ 6.50
Spaghetti with Meatball ....... .. .... ....................... 8.50
Sausage or Shrimp ................... ....... .. ............... 8 .50
Ravioli, Meat or Cheese ....................... ............. 7.50
Manicotti ...... ... ......... ............ ...... ......... ... .......... 7.50
Lasagna .............. ... .. .............. ......... .... .... .. ........ 8.00
Chic.ken Pannesan

with Spaghetti or Zit! ...................... ..... .. ........... 8.50
Veal P-drmesan

with Spaghetti or Zit! ....................................... . 8 .50
f:ggplant Parmesan

Boneless Buffalo Wings
5 pc .....,. .............................................................................. 5.99
10 pc ................................................................................... 9.99
15 pc .................................................................................. 13.99
20 pc .................................................................................. 17.99

Buffalo Chicken Choice..... 11 .99 ...... 15.99 ..... 18.99 ..... 28.99

Calzone

Chocolate Cake ............... 2.99

Burgers
Hamburger ..................... 2.99
Cheeseburger .................3.75
Bacon Chuseburger ....... 4.25
Double Bacoo Cheeseburger ...5.75

Fried Chicken
Half Chicken ........................................................................ 8.50

• Small Cheese Pizza
• Any 8" Grinder or Wrap • Cheesy Bread
• 5 pc Bone or Boneless Bu!Talo Wings
• Any Small Salad with Garlic Bread
• Baked Pasta with Garlic Bread

Choice #1

Choice #2

1 Large 16"
One-Topping Pizza
& Free 2-Liter Soda

1- 8" Sub,
10 Buffalo Wings
and 2 Cans of Soda

$12.99 ....

$10.99 . ...

Choice #3

Choice #4

1Small12"
One-Topping Pizza
and 2 Cans of Soda

1 Sheet 26" Pizza

with 1 Topping and
Free 2-Liter Soda

$8.99 ....

$19.99 .,••

Choice #5
2Medium14"
Two-Topping Pizzas
& Free Cheesy Bread

$20.99 +tax

Choice #6
1 - 8" Grinder $6.99
1 - 12" Grinder $8.99
Served with 1 Can of
Soda and 1 Bag of Chips
Plus tax

Choice #7

3 Pizzas with 1 Topping
12" Small $5 each
14" Medlum $7 each
16" large $9 each
' Must Bay 3 Pluas. Plus tu

Choice #8
2 Cheese Pizzas
12" Small $11.99
14" Medium $14.99
16" Large $17.99
0

llu$1 Buy 2 Pluao. Pl"'lax

Toppings mni.

Meat Choice ..................... 10.99 ...... 14.99 ..... 17.99 ..... 27.99
BBQ Chicken ....................11.99 ...... 15.99 ..... 18.99 ..... 28.99

Large

Tossed .... .. ... ...... .. ................. .... 4 .50 ..... ........ ... 5 .75

$4.00 Lunch Specials
Availabile from 11am to 2pm

with Spaghetti or Zill ................... ........... .......... 7.50

Seafood
Setv<d with Salad, Garlic Bread 11 French Fries

Fish & Chtps .. .. ...... .. ...... .. ............. ... ......... ....... . 8 .00
Fried Clams ............... ................. ... ................... 8 .00
Fried Shrimp ... ... ....... .......................... .......... ... 8 .00
Fried Scaltops ................................................... 8 .00
Seafood Platter ............................................... 11. 00

Toppings a lra.

Choice #9

l Cheese Pizza, 2 Buffalo & 2 Boneless Wings,
4 Mozzarella Sticks & Fried Dough
12" Small $13.99 • 14" Medium $15.99
16" Large $17.99
Plus tax:. Toppings extra.

Choice #10
I Cheese Pizza,10 Buffalo Wings, & 1 2-Uter Soda
12" Small $12.99 • 14" Medium $14.99
16" Large $16.99
Plus tax. li

In s extra.

Choice #11
One Sheet 26" Pizza w/ one Topping
10 pc. Buffalo Wings, Fried Dough & 21t Soda

$28.99 • lax

ARTS
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"Halfway to the Other Side" Offers Glimpse Back to Childhood
continued from page 1
Brooklyn-based photographer
Nellie Large beautifully portrays these conflicting emotions
in her photographs, currently
on display at The Mill. The
opening was on Friday, Oct. 1,
at 8 pm.
The installation, entitled
"Halfway to the Other Side,"
features 16 images, which seek
to illustrate childhood innocence
and the impending doom of
growing up. "Dreamlike, there
is a life process which requires a

physical and mental bridge
between innocence and maturity. Inevitably, as we grow wings,
we lose our downy feathers,"
writes the photographer. In this
respect, Large finds great success, manipulating shadows and
light to portray simple experiences, with an air of melancholy
and foreshadowing. By juxtaposing splashes of bright colors
with darker earth tones, Large
emphasizes the bits of color and
adds to the sense of mystery.
In its most basic manifestation, Large's photo "Pin the Tail"

presents a small child looking
up at a pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey game affixed to the wall in
front of him. A simple child's
game, is made more ominous by
the fact that viewers cannot see
the child's face, and an adult
arm and body cover a portion of
the game, remaining in shadow
and disappearing into the edge
of the image.
Large defines the inevitable
loss of childhood innocence as a
"human struggle." Her image,
"Dress-up"
embodies
this
theme, depicting a young girl in

an unzipped, white dress, trying
to hold the back of the dress
together. The strikingly white
shade of the dress and the girl's
pale skin, almost porcelain-colored, set against strangely patterned floral wallpaper, make
the image more foreboding. A
seemingly simple arrangement
of the subject simultaneously
illustrates a physical struggle.
Placement of the young girl's
hand obviously correlates to the
desperate human aversion of
adulthood and similarly-related
responsibilities, even insignifr

cant ones such as dressing oneself.
The 14 remaining images
hold tightly to Large's theme,
which is further bolstered by
the arrangement of the exhibit
as a whole. It is clean and simple. All of the images can be
found in two adjoining rooms,
encased in white mattes and
frames , against white walls,
limiting distractions. The rooms
are well-lit, and in only a few
instances does the brightness of
the lights take away from the
images.

xx Performance Livens New York City's Old Vaudeville Theater
continued from page 1
acts the xx finally went on. A
large black curtain, which was
used to cover the stage while
the band set up, came crashing down and they immediately launched into "Intro" and
"Crystallized." Dressed in all
black with Euro-grunge haircuts and combat boots they
looked nothing like I expected-or like their long-haired,
neon audience, for that matter.
Hearing the xx live was a
completely different experience than listening to their
album. On stage, their songs
were grittier-which seemed
more apropos than the sleek-

ness of their studio recordings.
Sim's voice was huskier, and
both he and Croft channeled
the soulfulness of their lyrics
and voices into their instruments, giving the live songs a
musical complexity and passion that is more subdued on
the album. This new energy
allowed them to revamp the
simpler songs like "Heart
Skipped a Beat." While they
wandered from some of their
usual riffs they never got lost,
and always returned to the
addictive moments the audience wanted.
Among the show's best
songs were "Fantasy,"
"Infinity" and "Night Time."
"Fantasy," with its haunting

RTPI

vocals and dubstep undertones, was perfectly suited to
the performance space: it
slithered over the audience
and reverberated through the
balconies, as Sim stood alone
on stage in a wisp of blue
light. "Infinity," my favorite
song, was undoubtedly the
evening's best. On the album,
Sim's and Croft's dialogue,
along with the controlled guitar and drum beats creates a
tension that heightens the
final crescendo. Live, the tension was electric-it culminated from the restraint in the
vocals and instruments, and
the audience's simultaneous
desire for the song to climax
and never end.

NADIA HUFFER '14

branching out. The German designer is adding bright hues and intricate patterns to
her previously neutral-toned collections. The result is one of the most successful shifts
in fashion.

Pl JOTO CO URTESY O F aUfo ryourmind.blogspot.com/2008_07_01 _archive.html

Ben: Russian banana art b y an un n ame d ar tist. The e tching makes use of
the reaction between p olyphenol oxid ase and oxygen , which caus es the
b ananas to brown. The result is Louis Armstrong. For m ore banana art,
from ·azz artists to banana boats, visit the website listed in the credit.

J ULIA MCINN IS I OPIN IO S EDITOR
Fluorescent lighcs illuminace dark srage.

Widener Gallery Hosts Reception,
Talk With Artists Margalit, Smith
CON11UBUTI JG \.'VRJTER

PHOTO OURTESY OF www.thesartorialist.com/ photos/JSI Wjp
Kai: Notorious for her understated, minimalist, chic office app arel, Jil Sander is finally

Their most popular song,
"Islands," was the evening's
only disappointment: it lacked
the energy and ingenuity that
defined the rest of their performance. Despite this, the
audience was unbelievably
enthusiastic-this was particularly evident in the pushiness that went on in the beer
line. They sang during "VCR"
and clapped along through
"Basic Space." Even more
appreciative than the audience
was the xx themselves.
Saturday's show marked the
end of their tour and they
humbly shared their thanks
for all the support they've gotten from fans and producers
alike.

On Wednesday, Sept. 29, a
reception took place in the
Widener Gallery, featuring a
conversation led by artists
Nathan Margalit and Joe
Smith. The "Margalit and
Smith" exhibition has been
running in the gallery for a few
weeks now. For those of you
who have not seen it, the exhibition features collages by
Margalit, Visiting Associate
Professor of Arts at Trinity, as
well as sculpture by Joe Smith.
I had visited the gallery previously, and had gathered some
initial impressions of the art.
The reception gave me a great
excuse to revisit the art and
challenge the impressions I
wrote about originally.
The artists' works are quite
different from each other in
both medium and style .
Margalit's collages are minimal, and include many elements that are not easily recognizable to the viewer. On the
other hand, Smith's sculpture
manipulates objects (such as
ladders and mirrors), that are,
at face value, easily understood. It was also impossible for
me to decipher a single theme
that might have unified the artwork; it did not speak to any
particular topic. Margalit and

Smith opened their talk by
characterizing the work as
such. They did not in fact
intend to establish a commonality in their work. Rather, the
commonality lay in the dia logue that the artists had with
each other throughout the creative process. Margalit stated,
"The show should be a continuation of our conversations. We
had been talking a lot about
what our work means. But even
we're not sure about the meaning of our work. [However], we
agreed on one common goal: all
good work should have multiple
meanings and be ambiguous."
A comment made by Smith,
in response to a professor's
question about one of his
works, builds on Margalit's discussion of the meaning of artwork. He said of his method:
"[it's] a process you create, by
which you create work, which
then generates meaning. It's a
sort of machine that creates
space for meaning." Likewise,
Margalit's discussion of his collage-making brought to light
the highly methodical nature of
his work. He collects all of his
materials from an Amherst,
Mass. landfill, like, "a beaver
collecting for the winter,"
searching for certain characteristics, and repeatedly employing the same types of techniques to the materials. Thus,

the artists employ very different sorts of "machines," but the
end result is shared. The
"machine" never stops working,
but rather, both the artists'
works require the viewer to
perpetuate the cycle by deriving their own meaning from
them.
Unfortunately, one can still
miss the mark in their interpretation. I had previously
found
Smith's sculpture,
"Memorial" (a ladder that is
covered on one-half by small
metal numbers) as being an
interesting study of texture and
numbers. There seemed to be a
link between the numbers and
the numerical quality of the
steps. I asked Smith about the
piece, and he said that the
inspiration for the piece was a
trip he took to Paris, where, of
course, graves occupy much of
the unseen space everywhere
you step. The ladder served to
convey that experience, and
then memorialize it. Smith
said, "Life is filled with numbers: social security numbers,
birthdays, ages, addresses,
licenses .. ."
All in all, the reception was
informative and eye opening. If
you have not yet seen the
exhibit, I suggest you visit the
Widener Gallery soon. The
exhibition
runs
through
Thursday, Oct. 14.
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Killers Frontman Brandon Flowers ... :AN1J 'T'J{JS WTTX IN :A1l'T'S
Goes Solo With Flamingo Release
ART NEWS FROM THE WORLD AT LARGE
EMMA TUCKER '12

MATT MAINULI '13
CO TRJBUTI G WlUTER

Brandon Flowers 1oms Bruce
Springsteen, The Red Hot Chili Peppers,
and countless other in using his new
album to pay respect to his hometown.
"Flamingo" is named after The Flamingo
casino in Las Vegas, the desert oasis in
which Flowers was raised, and where, he
reminds us, the house always wins. The
Killers founder, frontman, and all-around
good guy took quite a risk venturing
away from his highly successful band in
April, 2010. About five and a half months
later, Flowers had recorded and released
his solo album, and proved to the skeptics
that he was still the best in the business.
We are welcomed to Flamingo in
much the same way as we were to "Sam's
Town". The title track "Welcome to
Fabulous Las Vegas" provides a powerful description of a poor lost soul "waking
up in the rusted frame of a burnt out old
DeVille" on a ''boulevard of neon encrusted temples." To Flowers, Vegas is obviously much more than Elvis impersonators and luxury spas. It is a deeply mysterious place where reality is suspended
and temptation is awaiting you on every
street corner.
The second track, "Only the Young," is
perhaps the best song on the album. It
speaks of breaking away from home and
living on your own, spinning a complex
web of weather and religious metaphors,
a common theme in all of Flower's songs.
"Redemption keeps my covers clean
tonight" he sings before an outro of Bonostyle high-pitched sighs and slide guitar
similar to the second movement of

"Layla." On "Hard Enough," Flowers
teams up with singer Jenny Lewis of the
band Rilo Kelly for a folksy and honest
duet about two lovers struggling to keep
it together. Lewis, also a Vegas native,
dances around Flowers' vocals with
incredible ease and fills out the beautiful
song complete with plenty of chiming
piano octaves and rumbling slide guitar
reminiscent of vintage Mark Knopfler.
Although oddly titled, "Jilted Lovers
& Broken Hearts" is a great song about a
man watching his former lover fly away
with someone new while he remains
stuck here on earth. "I almost screamed
when I saw you dancing," Flowers croons
across a chorus similar to that of "For
Reasons Unknown." This is followed by
the first bad song on the album, "Playing
with Fire." The unoriginal ballad is
repetitive and scattered with unnecessary musical interludes consisting of one
note melodies on acoustic guitar.
With "Was it Something I Said?,"
"Magdalena," and "Crossfire," Flowers
hits the high point of the album. It seems
like the previous songs were just a warm·
up to this trio of tunes bursting with
thoughtful lyricism, beautiful layers of
instrumentation, and commanding vocal
lines. Sadly, the album ends with two
bland tracks that seem terribly out of
place and overwhelmed by the strength of
the previous songs.
Brandon Flowers shares with us his
hopes and dreams along with his deepest
fears on this heartfelt new album.
Although it doesn't have the edge of any
of his work with The Killers, it gives us a
glance into the soul of one of the most talented people in music.

I

Opening Tuesday, Oct. 5 at the
nited Nations Headquarters in New
ork City is an unprecedented exhibit
hat combines photography with multiedia and text to give Americans
ccess to what they otherwise could
ot imagine. In 2007, the Global Fund
o Fight AIDS , Tuberculosis, and
alaria sent eight photographers to
ine countries to document those sufering from AIDS and its devastating
ffects. Four months later, the photog·
aphers returned to their subjects, but
dramatic change had occurred. Due
o free anti-retroviral drug treatment,
he positive transformation of the thiry individuals studied was significant.
he documentation of the effect of
hese drugs in such a short amount of
ime resulted in the "Access to Life"
xhibit. There is also a book that
'ncludes the work as well as informaion on the study. Both have been
'nfluential in providing a new look on
he AIDS pandemic, namely how, with
upport, it can be alleviated.
Moving to Hollywood, and the more
ighthearted topics that often come
ith it doing so, it was announced this
eek that all six Star Wars films will
e re-released in 3-D! 20th Century
ox will begin releasing the films to 3-

D outfitted theaters beginning in 2012.
However, they will come out in chronological order, according to the story,
not according to the original release
dates. Beginning with "Star Wars:
Episode I - The Phantom Menace"
(1999) and its sequels, and then jump·
ing back to Star Wars: Episode IV New Hope (1977) , the 3-D event wi
likely span multiple years.
On the sadder side of Hollywood,
one of its movie icons passed away thi
week. Tony Curtis, who suffered from
chronic pulmonary disease, was hospitalized in July due to difficulty breathing, and died at age 85 of cardia
arrest. Curtis had an illustriou
career, as well as a news-worthy personal life. He was best known for films
such as, "Some Like it Hot" (1959), i
which he starred alongside Jae
Lemmon, and "Spartacus" (1960). He
was arrested for drug possession ·
1970, and spent a month in rehab.
Curtis also married five times, an
was the father of Jamie Lee Curtis,
well-known actress in her own right.
Upon her father's death, Curtis tol
People Magazine, "My father leaves
behind a legacy of great performances
in movies, [as well as] fans all over the
world."

hART BEAT==/¥~
OCTOBERS
vTIMELY TOPICS AT WINDSOR HISTORICAL
SOCIETY: "LESSONS FROM LIBRARIES - REINVENTION
FOR SURVNAL"
WINDSOR HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 96 PALISADO AVENUE, WINDSOR, 7 P.M. - 8:30 P.M., $5.00

OCTOBER6
vOPENING NIGHT "EQUUS"
PLAYHOUSE ON PARK, 244 PARK ROAD, WEST HARTFORD, 2:00
P.M.,

122.so - /32.so

OCTOBER7
VAN EVENING WITH DR. MELBA PATTILLO BEALS
BUSHNELL THEATRE, 166 CAPITOL AVE., HARTFORD, 7:30 P.M.,
$23.00

OCTOBERS
vFIRST DAY OF "GRAVEYARD SHIFT GHOST TOURS OF
THE MARK TWAIN HOUSE"
THE MARK 1WAIN HOUSE & MUSEUM, 351 FARMINGTON AVE.,
HARTFORD, 6 P.M. & 10 P.M., $18.00

vFURTHERAFIELD FOR TRINITY DAYS: LEX LAND
PIANOS, 158 LUDLOW ST., NEW YORK CITY, 8 P.M., $10.00

OCTOBER9
v"PAUL MEYERS AT THE CT GUITAR SOCIETY"

Pl !OTO COU RT ESY O F www.musicadclict>.com/20 10/09/album-brandon-flowers-flamingo-deluxe.html

"Flamingo," released in eptember, is the first album from form er Killer ' frontman, Brandon Flowers.

CHARTER OAK CULTURAL CENTER, 21 CHARTER OAK AVE.,
HARTFORD, 8:00 P.M., $10.00

v"THE ART OF DEVOTION"
VOWS OF SILENCE
Tuesday, October 5, 7:30 p.m.
THE KIDS ARE ALL RIGHT
Wednesday, October 5, 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, October 6, 7:30 p.m.
Friday, October 7, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, October 8, 2:30 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.

AGORA
Sunday, October 9, 2:30 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Monday, October 10, 7:30 p.m.

YALE UNIVERSfIY ART GALLERYllll CHAPEL ST., NEW HAVEN, 3 P.M.
- 4 P.M., FREE

OCTOBER IO
vLAST DAY OF HARTFORD ART SCHOOL FACULTY
EXHIBITION
JOSELOFF GALLERY HARTFORD ART SCHOOL UNIVERSfIY OF
HARTFORD, 200 BLOOMFIELD AVE., WEST HARTFORD, 12 P.M. - 4 P.M.,
FREE

vFURTHERAFIELD FOR TRINITY DAYS: SOWA OPEN

MARKET

460HARRISONAVE., BOSTON, lOAM. -4P.M., FREE

OCTOBERll
vITALIAN-THEMED POETRY READING

PLAYHOUSE ON PARK, PARK ROAD, WEST HARTFORD, 7 P.M. - 9 P.M.,
FREE
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.REPIRTlll I SElllL ISSllLT·
YOIR OPTIONS
The College will help you through any steps you decide to take while protecting your privacy and confidentiality to the fullest extent possible.
Trinity College's new Policy on Sexual Harassment, Discrimination, Sexual Misconduct & Discriminatory
Harassment/ Abuse is available on these web sites: Human Resources, WGRAC, & SART. All sites accessible from www.trincoll.edu.

Important Definitions
•
CONSENT: Informed, free, and actively given mutually understandable words and/or actions that
indicate a willingness to participate. Silence is not compliance.
•
RAPE: Non-consensual vagina or anal penetration.
•
SEXUAL ASSAULT: Non-consensual sexual contact.
•
CT LAW: Sex with someone who is drunk, high or otherwise incapacitated is non-consensual
sex/sexual assault, i.e. consent cannot be freely given.

5 Reporting Options for Survivors of Sexual Assault, Rape,
Domestic Violence or Stalking
•
Anonymous: Reverend Allison Read and Father Michael Dolan, Counseling Center staff and the Sexual
Assault & Domestic Violence hotlines offer full confidentiality and anonymous disclosure for survivors.
•
Press Charges with College: Per your request to the Deans of Students, the College investigates the
alleged crime and holds a hearing at which the survivor and alleged perpetrator relay their accounts of the incident, and present their witnesses to the administrative panel. If the hearing officers find the accused party guilty,
there are degrees of discipline that are meted out, up to and including permanent suspension from the college.
•
Confidential: Remaining SART members offer support, guidance, medical assistance, and explanation of
reporting options. SART members will fill out a SART report form - your name is optional. This becomes a statistic for the college. Only the number of sexual assaults - not the forms - is sent annually to the federal government in compliance with the Clery Act. SART members will need to break confidentiality if the survivor is under
18; is in imminent danger; is in danger of self-harm; reports the name of the alleged perpetrator; or, there is imminent danger to the campus.
•
Press Charges with the Hartford Police: You can contact the Hartford Police and press charges. A SART
member can assist you if you desire. The college encourages you to go to Hartford Hospital for a post evidence
collection kit, within 72 hours of the assault. The evidence - stored for 60 days - can be used by the Police if you
decide to press charges with them. TCERT will take you to the hospital. You may bring a friend, an AOC
(Administrator on Call), or a SART member. Also, a SACS (rape crisis center) volunteer can meet you there and
act as an advocate.

t -

I

I
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•
Facilitation: If you want to 'do something' but not press charges with the College or Police, you can meet
with a Facilitator and discuss a possible recourse, i.e. having the Facilitator speak with the alleged perpetrator, etc.
See SART website for a list of Facilitator names.
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www.trincoll.edu/Studentlile/HealthSaletv/CampusSaletv/SART
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A Student Offers Major League Baseball Playoff Predictions
KAYLA CHADWICK '12
SPO RTS WRlTER

Way back in April, I picked
Colorado,
St.
Louis,
Philadelphia,
Atlanta,
Anaheim, Minnesota, New
York, and Boston to make the
playoffs, which puts my grade
at 50 percent, failure by any
professor's
standards.
However, in baseball speak, I
batted .500, which is impossibly
good - it's all about perspective.
(For additional perspective,
Sports Illustrated and Baseball
Prospectus were also 4·for-8.)
Hopefully I'll be more on the
ball in my playoff predictions,
but let me first start off with
the disclaimer that the playoffs
are, in the immortal words of
"Moneyball" author Michael
Lewis, "a giant crapshoot." The
Major League Baseball season
is 162 games long; it's a
marathon that specializes in
wearing teams down and weed·
ing out the weak and injured,
letting the elite emerge with
the best records. However, any·
thing can happen in a small
sample-size like the 5·game
League Division Series, or the
7·game League-Championship
and World Series.
That said, I'm going to take
a stab at predicting the outcome
- after all, there's a 12.5%
chance I'll guess right!
The
playoff
schedules
weren't set until Sunday afternoon when the last three teams
clinched, and the Division

Series will start Wednesday,
with the American League (AL)
East champion Rays hosting
the AL West champion Rangers,
the AL Central champion Twins
hosting the AL Wild Card entry
Yankees, and the National
League (NL) East champion
Phillies hosting the NL Central
Reds. Thursday evening will
see the NL West Champion
Giants hosting the Wild Card
entry Braves.
In the first round I'm taking
the Giants and Rangers in 5
games, and Yankees and
Phillies in 4. Really, it's all
about pitching, and all four of
these teams have a legitimate
ace: Tim Lincecum, Cliff Lee,
CC
Sabathia,
and
Roy
Halladay, respectively. All of
these pitchers are capable of
absolutely dominating, and the
lineups behind them are hardly
something to scoff at.
The Championship Series
should see both New York and
Philadelphia defending their
2009 Pennants, with mixed success. Philly and San Francisco
match up pretty evenly on
paper, but the Phillies should
take it in six games. . The
Giants have Lincecum and
Matt Cain, but the Phillies will
counter with Halladay, Roy
Oswalt, and Cole Hamels.
Sure, you could argue that
Halladay has never even been
in a postseason game before,
but its not like he's a stranger
to high·pressure situations,
having pitched in the competi·

tive AL East for most of his
career.
As for the American League
Pennant, I'm picking Texas in
seven games. Again, this most·
ly comes down to pitching. CC
Sabathia is close to a sure
thing, but he was beaten last
postseason by Lee (then with
the Phillies), and after Sabathia
the Yankees rotation is any·
thing but steady. Andy Pettitte
is coming off of a torn groin (and
he's 38·years·old), AJ Burnett is
an enigma at best, and Phil
Hughes has more than doubled
his innings from last year. On
the other hand, Texas has four
reliable starters in Lee, CJ
Wilson, Colby Lewis, and
Tommy Hunter. Both lineups
are formidable, but the return
of Josh Hamilton should tip the
scales in the Rangers' favor.
Because
the
National
League won the All·star game
for the first time since 1996
(2002 ended in a tie), the World
Series will be hosted by the
National League Pennant win·
ner, which in this projection is
Philadelphia. The Phillies have
distinct advantages in a num·
her of areas: their team earned
run average (ERA) is nearly
half a run better than the
Rangers' team ERA; they have
a wealth of postseason experience, as this could be their third
straight NL Pennant; and they
have home-field advantage.
That said, this should be a close
series, going to six or e.v en
seven games. The two teams

have comparable lineups, and
they each boast one of the top·
five starting pitchers in the
game. The Rangers have the
better bullpen, which could
allow them to steal a game or
two if they can wear down the
starters early. However, all
things considered, the Phillies

should be able to top the
Rangers and win their second
World Series in the last three
years. After all, Philadelphia
finished the regular season
with baseball's best record, and
it would only be fitting if they
finished the postseason with
baseball's highest prize.

Bantam Comeback Bid
Falls Short Against Ephs
continued from page 16
three games and six of the last
seven contests between these
two rivals.
Both teams comfortably won
their season opening games.
Trinity defeated the Colby
College Mules 33·6, and
Williams won 33· 15 over the
Bowdoin College Polar Bears.
The Bantams would not get
a chance to extend their win
streak against the Ephs, as
they fell to Williams 29·21 on
Saturday. After a slow start, the
Bantams scored three late
touchdowns to set up a last
minute opportunity to tie the
game, but the Eph defense
stalled a Bantam comeback.
Senior quarterback Craig
Drusbosky finished the game

Patrick Moffitt twice, as the
defense totaled four intercep·
tions.
After a scoreless first quarter, the Ephs scored two touch·
downs and a field goal in the
second period to take a 15·0 lead
at halftime. Late in the third
quarter, a Ben Sherry '11 touch·
down finally put the Bantams
on the scoreboard and cut the
Williams lead to 15-7. A two·
yard Sherry scoring run capped
a 9·play, 81 ·yard drive for the
Bantams. Williams responded
with back-to·back touchdowns of their own to stretch their lead
to 29-7.
Proving their resiliency, the
Bantams rallied for two touch·
downs in the fourth quarter to
narrow the Eph lead to eight
points. Both scoring drives

NESCAC POWER RANKINGS
POWER RANKINGS ARE COMPILED WEEKLY BY SPORTS EDITORS
FROM

NESCAC SCHOOLS. THEY ARE BASED ON THE MOST
RECENTS RESULTS AND LEAGUE STANDINGS.
EMILY GITTLEMAN ' 11 \ PHOTO EDITOR

Quarterback Drusbo ky ' 11 threw fo r 256 yard s and two touchdowns on Saturd ay.

Football

Volleyball

Men's Soccer

1.Amherst
2. Williams

1. Tufts
2. Bowdoin
3. Middlebury
4. Conn. College
5. Williams
6. Amherst

1. Middlebury
Williams (tie)
3. Bowdoin
4.Amherst
5. Tufts
6. Colby
7. Conn. College
8. Bates
9. Wesleyan
10. Trinity

3. Trinity
4. Middlebury
Wesleyan (tie)
6. Colby
7. Bates
8.Tufts
9. Bowdoin
10. Hamilton

7. Trinity

8. Wesleyan
9. Hamilton
10. Bates
11. Colby

Field Hockey

Women's Soccer

Total

1. Tufts
2. Bowdoin
3. Wesleyan
4. Amherst
5. Trinity
6. Middlebury
7. Conn. College
8. Williams
9. Colby
10. Bates

1. Amherst
2. Trinity
3. Williams
4. Tufts
5. Bowdoin
6. Middlebury
7. Wesleyan
8. Bates
9. Colby
10. Conn. College

1.Amherst
2. Tufts
3. Williams
4. Bowdoin
5. Middlebury

25-for-55 for 256 yards and two
touchdowns, but was intercepted twice. Tight end Chris Hunt
'11 was the leading receiver for
the Bantams, catching nine
passes for 123 yards and two
touchdowns, both in the fourth
quarter.
After limiting the Mules to
just 49 yards rushing and 284
total yards of offense last week,
the Bantam defense faced a
tougher test on Saturday
against the Ehps. The defense
gave up two long scores, touch·
down passes of 83 and 89 yards.
The Ephs accounted for 469
yards of total offense, 389
through the air. Senior cornerback Harry Melendez picked off
Williams senior quarterback

ended with Drusbosky to Hunt
touchdowns, the second of
which came with just 3:21 left
on the clock. After the defense
stopped the Ephs on a 4th down
play, the Bantams got the ball
back with less than a minute go,
down by eight points. Needing a
touchdown and two·point con·
version to tie the game, the
Bantams quickly drove down
the field. With two seconds left,
the Bantams ran one final play
from the Williams 18-yard line,
but a Drusbosky pass in the end
zone fell incomplete.
With the loss, the Bantams
fall to 1·1 on the season. The
team will travel to Hamilton
College for a game on Saturday,
Oct. 9 at 1:00 p.m.

. 6. Trinity

7. Wesleyan
8. Conn. College
9. Colby
10. Bates
11. Hamilton
EMILY GITTLEMAN '11 \ PHOTO EDITOR

After a slow start, the Bantams rallied for three second half touchdowns Saturday.
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Inside Sports:
A student preview of the
Major League Baseball
Playoffs,
page 15

The Trinity Tripod

Golf Competes in NESCAC Tourney Trinity Football Falls to
NESCAC Rival Williams

Middlebury
ahead
of Rob Donahoe of Middlebury
Williams, who finished close led the field with a score of 69.
behind in second place. Driscoll tied Wesleyan's Peter
ANN WALLER CURTIS '12
opponents Taylor for second, shooting 70
As defending New England Conference
SPORTS EDITOR
Small
Athletic
College Hamilton, Colby, Bates, Tufts, and sitting just one stroke
Athletic
Conference Bowdoin, and Wesleyan were behind Donahoe. On Sunday,
It was a weekend of highly
(NESCAC) champion, this was also present. They finished Driscoll shot a 73, earning
an important weekend for the fifth through 10th respective- him a total individual score of anticipated football games
Trinity College golf team. On ly. Unable to break into the 143, one shot behind the over- across the country. Florida and
Saturday, Oct. 2 and Sunday, top four spots, they did not all leader, Brian Cady of Alabama, winners of the last
Oct. 3, the Bantams hosted qualify for the spring champi- Middlebury. Trinity First-year two Bowl Championship Series
National
John Schilling played impres· (BCS)
the
NESCAC
Golf onship.
met
in
Championship
Qualifying
The team scores are a com- sively in what was only his Championships,
Tournament
at
Shuttle posite of individual scores. fourth collegiate showing, fin- Tuscaloosa for a key conference
Meadow Country Club m Five players represented each ishing 10th overall, with a game . Additionally, top -10
of the 10 NESCAC schools. All score of 149, only six strokes ranked Pacific-10 opponents
Kensington, Conn.
The top four finishers in 50 golfers played two 18-hole behind Driscoll and seven Oregon and Stanford collided in
Eugene, Texas and Oklahoma
the fall qualifier have guaran- rounds over the course of the strokes above par.
The remainder of Trinity's wrote the next chapter of the
teed themselves a chance to weekend.
The scores from each round five players included Jack Red River Rivalry, and former
compete in the NESCAC
were
combined and players Palley '13, who tied for 20th; Eagles quarterback Donovan
Championship in the spring of
2011. Trinity finished fourth were ranked based on their co-captain Alex Birmingham McNabb returned to the City of
out of the 10 NESCAC teams two-day scores. Team results '12, who tied for 31st; and Brotherly Love with his new
were derived by adding the Dante Ambrogio '13, who tied team,
the
Washington
present at the qualifier.
Redskins.
The Bantams placed first two-day scores of each team's for 37th.
It was a similarly competirepresentatives.
While the dates for the 2011
in
the
NESCAC five
Championship last spring and Middlebury College came in NESqAC Championships have tive lttmosphere on Saturday
will look to continue their con- first with a total score of 585, yet to be announced, t h e when the Trinity College
ference success this year. At 295 after day one, and 290 fol- Bantams will compet.e twice
this weekend's tournament, lowing day two. Trinity's final more this fall. On Saturday,
despite finishing three strokes team score was 609, only 24 Oct. 16, and Sunday, Oct. 17,
will
travel
to
ahead of Amherst College fol- strokes behind Middlebury, . Trinity
lowing the first day of play, posting scores of 296 on Bernardston, Mass. for the
the Lord Jeffs edged Trinity Saturday, one stroke behind NESCAC
Match
Play
out on the second day, to Middlebury and Williams, and Invitational. One day after the
invitational, the Bantams will
secure the third place spot. 313 on Sunday.
ANN WALLER CU RTIS '12
In individual play, Trinity arrive in Brewster, Mass. for
Middlebury
College
and
SPORT'S E DITOR
New
England
Williams College were tied for was well-represented by co· the
Golf
first after Saturday's rounds, captain Jay Driscoll '11, who Intercollegiate
The Trinity College women's
(NEIGA) tennis team primarily uses an
but a few impressive Panther finished second out of 50 over- Association
rounds
on
Sunday
put all. After Saturday's round, Championships.
abbreviated fall schedule as
preparation for their full-length
spring schedule. In their few
matches, the Bantams have
demonstrated the potential for a
strong showing this spring. The
women's squad finished the
2009-2010 season with a 7-6
record and qualified for the New
England Small College Athletic
(NESCAC) Tournament. This
fall, the Bantams will benefit
from the leadership of senior co1921: FIRST WORLD SERIES GAME IS BROADCAST ON
captains Arielle Leben and
THE RADIO AS THE YANKEES TOP THE GIANTS
Jillian Steckloff, as well as the
play of standout sophomore and
all-NESCAC selection Hillary
1956: YOGI BERRA BECOMES THE 4TH YANKEE TO
Hoyt '13. Hoyt finished her first
year with a 9-6 record at the No.
HIT A GRAND SLAM IN THE WORLD SERIES
1 singles spot.
On Sept. 18, the Bantams
participated
m
the
1969: NEW ORLEANS SAINTS KICKER TOM DEMPSEY
Intercollegiate
Tennis
KICKS A 55-YARD FIELD GOAL
Association (ITA) New England
Division
III
Regional
Championship Tournament held
1982: FIRST NEW JERSEY DEVILS HOCKEY GAME
at Babson College. Hoyt
advanced to the third round of
ENDS IN A
TIE AGAINST THE PITTSBURGH
play, posting a 6-0, 6-3 win
PENGUINS.
against her Middlebury College
opponent in her opening match.
Hoyt defeated the No. 8 seed in
199 1: FRESNO STATE TIES THE NCM RECORD WITH
the second round, before falling
to another seeded opponent in
4 9 POINTS IN A Q!)ARTER IN A 94 -17 WIN OVER
the third.
NEW MEXICO
On Wednesday, Sept. 22, the
Bantams hosted the Holy Cross
Crusaders for the first match on
the new blue courts at the
Assaiante Tennis Center. The
new courts will be dedicated to
Head Men's Tennis and Men's
EMILY GITTLEMAN '11
SPORTS EDTTOR

travelled
to
Bantams
Williamstown, Mass. for a
showdown
against
New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) rival
Williams College. The Bantams
entered Saturday's game as the
No. 4 team in the New England
Division III Poll, followed closely by the Ephs at No. 5.
The 2009 contest between
these two teams ended in a 2621 victory for the Bantams, but
the teams finished the season
tied for second place in the
NESCAC behind the league
champion Amherst College
Lord Jeffs. The Bantam senior
class faced the special opportunity to go 4-0 against Williams
in their collegiate careers, as
the Bantams have won the last

see BANTAM on page 15

Women's Tennis Team
Impresses in Fall Season

THIS DAY IN SPORTS
OCTOBER 5

3-0.

..

-

Squash Coach Paul Assaiante on
Saturday, Oct. 16 at 11:30 a.m.
The Bantam's 8-1 win against
their Division I opponent was a
solid effort in their lone dual
match of the fall, as the Bantams
won five of the six singles match·
es, each win in straight sets.
Hoyt, Leben, Regan Cherna '14,
Frances Cameron '13, and
Elizabeth Gerber '14 each won
their respective singles matches.
The Bantams swept the three
doubles contests to take the
match 8-1 overall.
In their last competition of
the fall, the Bantams will travel
to Middlebury College the weekend of Oct. 9-10 for the Gail
Smith Doubles Tournament. The
team will spend the winter
preparing for the late-March
start of the spring season, during
which they are currently scheduled to play eight matches.

3-3

COURTESY OF alhlerics.u:incoll.edu

N o. I singles pl aye r Hillary H oyt '13.

